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28 super-easy contemporary wall shelf
36 drop-down finish-drying rack
38 heirloom corner cabinet
54 gift-perfect wine box

Build one 0r more of these memorable containers
for presenting holiday surprises.

62 child's dresser and changing table
This piece changes to match a child's needs.

73 time-honored bracket clock
78 wedged-tenon bench

48 conquering crown molding
Achieve spot-on cuts and installation using the
auxiliary fence setup shown here.

52 applying edge banding to plywood
Learn a fast, effective way to dress up ugly edges.

58 make portable power tools do more
n 23 tablesaw tricks and techniques
94 how to build two rock-solid joints

Assemble project parts with wedged tenons and
keyed tenons to combine strength with beauty.
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This seal is your assurance that
we build every project, verify every
fact, and test every reviewed tool
in our workshop to guarantee your
success and complete satisfaction.

32 wise buys: 3 bandsaw guides
70 hot new tools lor 2007

See 14 innovative woodworking products designed to
improve convenience and accuracy while saving time.

98 shop-proven produots
104 step-up blades for your bandsaw

Treat your tool (and yourself) to carbidetipped
blades for superior cuts and longer service.
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editorts an le
cheaper, faster shaqe1iog
now on free video
How would you like to take your
chisels from dreadfully dull lo razor
sharp in minutes using basic
supplies and a super-simple
procedure? We've developed an
online video that shows you how,

hen design editor Jeff Mertz
recently came back from
the Marc Adams School of

Woodworking (where he is a regular
instructor and student), he couldn't wait to
share a new sharpening method he learned.
He claimed he could take the nastiest chisel
or plane iron and, in just minutes using
only sandpaper, a buffing wheel, and a few
other inexpensive supplies, shave his arm
with it. And, he added, anyone could do
the same on their first try. This I had to see.
Jeff made his own improvements to the
technique he learned and showed our staff
how to do it over a lunch break. The results
were impressive: I've never seen so many
abused chisels turned into precision cutting
tools so quickly.

I was so impressed, in fact, that we've
produced a 6-minute video showing how to
do it. You can view this freebie by simply
going to our Web site: woodmasazine.conr.

More free videos
We've long awaited an efficient means to
provide you with helpful woodworking
videos. That day has arrived. With more
than half of all
homes now
having high-speed
internet service
all you need is
a broadband
connection to
quickly and easily
view videos on
your computer.

When you see this icon
in an article, check out
the free online video.

Just go to woodmagazine.com where
you'll find directions to videos covering
a variety of woodworking topics-many
of which support articles on these printed
pages. Right now you'll find free videos on
the following subjects:

I

Editorial Manager Dave Campbell (left)
and Master Craftsman Ghuck Hedlund
collaborate on an online video.

I Cutting curved and tapered legs like
the ones on the bow-front table in issue 172.

I Wood-joint torture test in issue 173.
I How to cut and assemble crown

molding. (See page 48.)
It's a good idea to revisit the site often as

we'll be adding new videos regularly.

Free slide shows too!
Before you build
a project in this
magazine, check if
it's accompanied by
an online slide show.
Here, you'll see extra
photos of the project
coming together in
our shop. No matter
your skill level,
I think you'll appreciate the extra shots.
This is new with this issue-right now
vou'll find slide shows for the comer
cabinet onpage 38and
bench onpage78.

See vou on the Web.

This icon alerts you
to a free slide show.
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soundin board
Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates

WOOtr reader helps make
Extreme home a re-ality

I recently had the privilege of working as a
volunteer on a house for ABC television's
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition. The
episode, which aired on May 2L,2006,
detailed the design and construction of a
three-story home for the Turner family of
Irvington, N.J. They had lost their previous
home to fire. When the show's design
producers found out that I'm a professional
cabinetmaker, they gave me a lot of
furniture projects to design and build
because they don't get many woodworkers
who volunteer; most are trim carpenters
and construction workers.

During those four days, I completed the
following projects: a bedroom divider for
twin teen-age girls (with a bookcase on one
side and bed headboard that looked like a
boxing ring on the other); two bedroom
side tables; aprize counter for a carnival-
themed room; a cabinet to hide shutoff
valves; and a shadow box made from a

New Jersey cabinetmaker Rick Tierno, left,
shares a moment with Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition's Paul DiMeo.

fireplace mantel salvaged from the old
house. This shadow box displayed
recovered mementos found in the ashes.

Not only did I have fun, but it was
rewarding to do something for a family in
need. By the time they presented the
finished house to the Turner family, I'd

Rick designed and built this side table
and bookcase room divider for the Turner
family's new home.

been working for 34 hours straight-
something I know I should never do when
working with power tools. But it needed to
be done to meet the time schedule, and I
was extremely tired and a little emotional.
What a heartfelt experience.

-Rick Tierno, Medford, N.J.

Thanks for carincr about
the loss of my hu5band

My husband had a number of hobbies and
enjoyed magazines relating to all of them.
When he died from complications of
open-heart surgery at the age of 54, I had
many subscriptions to cancel. The refund
that came fromWOOD magazine was the
only one that offered condolences. Thank
you for your thoughtfulness.

-Mrs. Michael P Hudeck, Mattawan, Mich.
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Reader adds clamping versatility to angle brace

I really liked your right angle clamping brace
(woodmagazine.com/brace) phown in the
assembly for the storage bench and wall shelf
on page 55 of issue 170 (June/July 2006). It
works great, and what a fantastic way to save
money rather than buying commercial braces.
I made my own, but changed the design a
little so I can get more clamps on it, as shown
at right. Thanks for the idea.

-John Goniea, Hartland, Mich.
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r For woodworking advice:
Post your woodworking questions (oinery,
finishing, tools, turning, general woodwork-
ing, etc.) on one of 20+ online forums at
woodma gazi ne.com/forums.

r To contact our editors:
Send your comments via E-mail to
woodmail@woodmagazine.com; or call
800/374-9663 and press option 2; or write
to W00D magazine, 1716 Locust St.,
LS-221, Des Moines, lA 50309.

r Subscription assistance:
To notify us of an address change or to
get help with your subscription, go to
woodmagazine.com/service; call
800/374-9663 and press option 1. Outside
the U.S., call 5151247-2981. 0r write to
W00D magazine, P.0. Box 37439, Boone, lA
50037-0439. Please enclose your address
labelfrom a recent miigazine issue.

r To find past articles:
See our index at woodmagazine.com/index.

r To order past issues and articles:
0rder past issues of W00D magazine, our
special issues, or downloadable articles from
issue 100 to present Visit our online store at
woodmagazine.com/store or call 888/636-
4478. Some issues are sold out.

r Updates to previously published projects:
For an up-to-date listing of changes in
dimensions and buying-guide sources
from issue 1 through today, go to
woodmagazine.com/editorial.
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ask wood
Answers to your questions from letters, e-mails, and W00D 0nlineo

lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to ASK W00D, 1716 Locust St.,
LS-221, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023, or send us
an e-mail at askwood@woodmagazine.com. For
immediate feedback from your fellow woodworkers,
post your questions on one of our woodworking
forums at woodmagazine.com/forums.

I

Turn dust from
nuisance to nutrient
fi r What can t do with oak, cherry,
\f r maple, and poplar chips from my
dust collector? Can I use them as flower
garden bedding material or mulch? |
think this would be great on flower beds,
as it would decompose quickly and add
nutrients to the soil, but I'm not sure.

-Jim Shipman, Boonville, lnd.

A .We ran the idea by Garden ldeas and
tll tOutdoor Living editor Luke Miller, who
didn't recommend sawdust as a bedding material,
Jim. Instead of adding nutrients, the fungi and soil
bacteria that break down the sawdust extract
nitrogen from the soil that your plants need to
thrive, sometimes turning them yellow.

Instead of using sawdust straight from the
collector, create a compost pile where the wood
chips can be mixed with grass clippings and other
yard waste. That allows the sawdust to break down
and turn into mulch, rich with the nutrients and
microbes plants need.

The wood species you mention will convert to
compost, but avoid sawdust from walnut, hickory,
and Ailanthus (such as Chinese sumac), as well as
any pressure-treated lumber, fVIDF, and
particleboard. These contain natural or synthetic
chemicals that impede plant growth.

I

t

Ghoose a humidity-fighting finish for batluooms
fi l What finish would best
\f r protect the front and sides
of a bathroom vanity and medicine
cabinet?

-Stacey Martin, Kennewick, Wash.

A aYour vanity and medicine cabinet
tt rwili have to endure occasionai
water splashes and high humidity, Stacey.
Polyurethane resists moisture damage, plus
it survives light abrasion better than the
alternatives. That also makes it hard to
repair. Lacquer is easy to repair, but offers
less protection from water and chemicals,
and water-based finishes are difficult to
repair and susceptible to such chemicals as
ammonia-based glass cleaners.

One thing to consider about
polyurethane: It adds an
amber color that you may not
want if you're using light-
color woods such as maple.
An alkyd-resin varnish, such
as McCloskey Heirloom or
Pratt & Lambert 38, dries
slightly clearer and is easier to
rub out, although that also
makes it less abrasion-
resistant. Whichever you
choose, apply at least three
full-strength coats inside and
out for the moisture
protection that bathroom
projects require.

continued on page 14
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ask wood

A dust collection idea that's
fi; I have a smatt shop and want
l| rto upgrade to a dedicated
dust collection system. What about
placing the dust collector outside
the shop walls? How good a shelter
do I need? The advantage would
be more space and less noise. Are
there disadvantages?

-John Huseth, Alexandria, Minn.

outside the box
a tight shelter against rain, snow, and
insects, like that shown at right. Then add a
return air vent back to your shop to recycle
heated or cooled indoor air. This also
prevents a pressure buildup in the dust
collector storage area, and a vacuum within
the entire house that could reverse the
venting of poisonous furnace and water
heater exhaust gases, drawing them back
into your house.

With your dust collector out of the shop,
don't let "out of sight" become "out of
mind" when it comes to emptying the

A:ilil'il'";
precautions, John.

dust collector outside
walls requires just a few
First, give the equipment

collection bag or drum regularly. Post a dry-
erase or chalkboard with the "last emptied"
date where it acts as a constant reminder.

Ebony with aTexas accent
; What is "Texas ebony," and
r where can I get some?

-Ri chard Baket M ad i sonv i I I e, Texas

A rT"*as ebony, Mexican ebony, or
tA rfalse acaciaare nicknames for a
species known as Pithecellobium
flexicaule, Richard. The "ebony" part of
Texas ebony overstates its color, though.
The heartwood, as shown below, comes
closer to a light walnut shade than true
ebony's black.

Although these desert-hearty trees have
reached 50'high with trunks 4'in diameter,
you'll be hard-pressed to find such a
specimen. These trees spend their early life
more closely resembling a shrub, and their
growth rate slows after passing I' in height.
That makes them perfect for bonsai
projects and landscaping, but not the sort of
species that yields enough heartwood to fill
racks in a lumberyard.

We were able to find a source if
you're determined to experiment with
small pieces, especially for turning.
Contact Curly Woods in McKinney,
Texas, at8661679-6637 or e-mail them at
sales @ curlywoods.com.
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Ghrc chair legs flat feet
fi rWe recently purchased a set
\f r of chairs where the bottoms
of the legs are cut perpendicular
with the leg, causing one pOint of
the leg to contact the floor instead
of the entire end. I was told the legs
are cut to industry standards. ls
this possible?

-Rich Gardella, Lavallette, N.J.

A rW" don't know of an "industry
n lstandard" for chair leg ends, Rich,
but that doesn't matter when the chairs
gouge holes in your floor. If there's a
reason for the squared-off ends, it's
probably because that's how the turnings
came off a lathe at the furniture faitory.
It doesn't mean the legs need to stay that
way, though.

Start by placing the chair on a flat
surface such as a tablesaw top. Use a scrap
of W' hardboard to raise the tip of a pencil,
as shown below, and mark a line around
the ends of the legs. Using a fine-tooth saw,
carefully cut at the lines to bring the ends
of the legs parallel with the flat surface.

If the leg lengths need to be fine-tuned,
place four pieces of adhesive-backed, 120-
grit sandpaper on the flat surface centered
beneath the ends of all four legs. Then
slide the chair leg ends back and forth
across the sandpaper until all four rest
firmly against the surface. To protect your
floor, attach nylon (for rugs and carpet) or
felt (for vinyl and hardwood)pads on the
ends of the l"gs.t

rvoodmagazine.com 1 5
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Whether you are a do-it-
yourselfer, a professional
woodworker or somewhere
in between, you have a world
full of projects in the home
or in the shop that will be
easier and more enjoyable to
complete when you use qual-
ity clamps, bench vises and
miter boxes/saws from the
Adjustable Clamp Company.
Look for them under the
Jorgensen, Adjustable and
Pony brand names wherever
fine tools are sold.

2 K
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q JS#

Made in the USA by the Adjustable Clamp Co.,
433 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, lL 60622,

&liustable,

Circle No.733



sho
Helping you work faster, smafter, and safer

For total recall, use this ready-reference technique
Because I experiment with
different glues, stains, and
finishes, I can't always
remember which products
I used on individual
projects. So, instead of
trusting my memory, ljust
write all this info, plus the
build date, somewhere on
the piece in an
inconspicuous place. lf I
need to repair or refinish
one of my pieces, I know
exactly what the original
materials were.

-Bruce Wilhelm, Spring, Texas

ti

Safety shield stops sanding accidents
The problem with a belt-disc sander is
that when I'm sanding on the belt, the
disc still turns. I've lost count of the times
I've accidentally raked a workpiece-or
even my knuckles-against the spinning
disc. To protect allwood and human
parts, I built the simple disc guard, below.

To make your own guard, cut a half-
circle the size of the factory shroud out of

scrap 3/c" malerial. Epoxy a couple of
rare-earth magnets into its flat edge to
hold it to the table. At the top of the
guard, add a stand-off screw to keep the
guard from tipping into the disc. I
recommend painting the guard a bright
color to highlight the heed to have it in
place when'u n n'1?,I 

"r:;[o;h antown. wis

While riding his bike one day, Bruce
Wilhelm noticed a nice piece of wood
that had washed ashore on a bayou
near his Texas home. Turns out this
piece of "driftwood" was actually a
solid oak tabletop, apparently
separated from its home by a recent
storm. After retrieving it, Bruce made
the mission-style clock shown above,
from plans in issue 84 (December
1995). We think you'll find Bruce's Top
Shop Tip, at fop
/eff, equally
resourceful.

Bruce Wilhelm
receives a Delta
17-950L laser-
guided drill press
for sending in this
issue's Top Shop
Tip. Attaboy,
Bruce!

Describe how you've solved a workshop
stumper and you'll get $75 if we print it.
And, if your tip garners Top Shop Tip
honors, we'llalso reward you with tool
treasures worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with photos
or illustrations and your daytime phone
number, to: Shop Tips, WOOD
Magazine,1716 Locust St., LS-22L,
Des Moines,IA 50309-3023. Or e-mail
tips to shoptips @ rvoodmagazine.com.
Remember to include your contact info
in the e-mail as well.

Because we publish only original tips,
please send your tips only to WOOD
magazine. Sorry, submitted materials
can't be returned.

continued on page 18
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t eet4nch-Froclion ond Metric Colculstor
You wil l get professional woodworking results
when solving measurement problems with this
easy-to-use tool. Work in and convert between
dimensional formats including Feet-lnch-
Fractions, Decimal Feet-lnch-Fractions, Yards,
Meters, Centimeters and Mill imeters as well as
Area and Volumes. the Measure Master Prois
ideal for fast, accurate Board Feet estimates.
Solve lor Weight per Volume, Circles,
Circumference and Arcs. Model 4020

forSTRUCnI,ON
illlaxsn'PRo
Adv ance d F e et 4n ch-F r oction
Const r u ction - Moth Colculol o r
fhe Construction Master Pro sets the industry
standard for advanced construction-math calcu-
lators. lt provides powerful built- in solutions for
Framing, Stairs, Paneling, Circles, Arcs, Segments,
Compound Miters, Polygons and much more.
Set preferences for Fractions, Risers and 0n-cen-
ter spacing. lt 's perfect for completing plans, lay-
outs, bids and estimates to save you time,
monev. material and frustration. Model4065

PnotEcTCA[('
t eet4nch-Froction Proiect Colculolor
Work in Yards, Feet-lnch-Fractions and Meters
to'calculate and convert Linear, Area and
Volume measurements. Use built- in functions
that quickly find the amount of material required
for common home and bui ld ing projects -
Painting, Wall-covering, Tile, Concrete, Roof
Bundles,  Block,  Br icks and much more. Design,
build, install and finish your projects with preci-
s ion and conf idence.
Model 8525

Ptus

shop tips

Dust hood has big appetite,
and a mouth to match
To catch the shotgun blast of dust that comes off the back of
my DeWalt 12" mitersaw, I bought a "Big Gulp" dust hood
($20, Penn State Industries, 8OOl377-7297 or pennstateind.
com). lt worked well with the saw set to cut square, but caught
less when I rotated the saw for a miter cut. To maximize dust
collection at any angle, I came up with a way to mount the
hood to the saw so that it always remains directly in the spray
pattern-even when I'm beveling and making compound cuts.

I first fashioned a pair of L-shaped mounting brackets from
s/0" aluminum stock, bolted them to the saw's support column,
as shown below, and installed long bolts through each
bracket. Next, I made an MDF stiffener to match the base of
the hood and bolted it to both the hood and a pair of square
steel tubes spaced the same as the long bolts now protruding
from the back of my mitersaw.

To install the hood, I simply slip the tubing over the bolts.
The weight of the hood and hoses keep the hood from slipping
off, and the hood tilts and rotates with the saw blade.

-Dan Chan, North Highlands, Calif.

corttiruted on page 20
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LINE USA LIFETIME GUARANTEE
LEGAL STETRo'2S
FOR YOURROUTER!!

PALANilIN
Router Table

Master
Woodworking
Router Bit Collection
This mav not be everv
bit you'll'ever need, but
it's close! Use this set to

complete your
collection!

ry,q33,u"?$1 89
ry-\3P.u"?$l 89

LIST PRI

NOl|l| ONLY

i2fg
WL-TAB2

. Portable design for
ease of use

. Gluiet deluxe cabinet base

. Laminated 12 ply birch
1-3,116" ultra flat top

. Deluxe fence system

. Fits all routers with
up to 3-112" diam. bits

BUILD

FCEEiREt'D6ET
Everything You Need
To  Make  Beau t i f u l

Ll 19JsTil:';^".ilTi};;

rr'l79

OGEE CLASSICAL COLLECTION!
Add that
ext ra l i t t le
touch to

0RDER Y0URS T0DAY oNLY$I

Ltf1 '8 0 0' 47 2'6 I 5 0 f .-r.=erer s;t, Laversrie -rN. 3zoa6

shop tips

2-liter critter catcher
brings peace in the shop
While working in my basement shop, I
was annoyed by a few noisy crickets. To
catch the crickets, I cut the top off a
plastic 2-liter soda bottle and reversed it,
as shown below. I dropped a small piece
of tomato into the trap for bait, and the
crickets waltzed right in for a snack. lt
was then a simple matter of relocating
the crickets to a place far away from my
now-quiet shop and home.

-Shirley 0vefton, East Hampton, N.Y.

Cruise around
with this offcut caddy
When I had to replace my shop vacuum,
I found a use for the old one's drum and
wheels: I turned it into an offcut caddy,
as shown below.lt rolls to wherever it's
needed.

-Kip Stratton, 0tego, N.Y.

continued on page 24
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Pro $er?s lE00 IEhil
Pro Series 2000 Ifrnil

Includes:
> Filter Efficiency Gauge
) Magnetic Starter
) Heavy-Duty Wall Bracket
) S-Year Warranty
) lnternal Silencer

Com plete ready-to-shi p
ductwork inventory.

FREE Shipping on
$100 or more.48
Sfafes, Some
Restrictions Apply.

$
$[*, ,

All of our products can
be ordered on-line!
lJtlwl|l|.0|leidu-0il.c0|n

Oneida
Ai r  Sys lems

Shown with 0ptional
Angle lron Stand &
55 Gal. Drum.

W00D lfagarine Performance
october 2006 ***** DBF6t,

Turns your shop vacuum into
a cyclonic vacuum. Sand for
hours without having to clean
your filter!

Coplures 99% ol lhe wusle BEI0RI
il reuches your tlocuttln!

Call Today for FREE Brochure!

1.800.182.4065

Sander, Hoses and
Shop Vacuum not
included.

C i rc le  No.2039

shop tips

Ever-ready glue brushes
that self-clean
Whenever I have glue-ups to do, I
prepare a small container of water with
a piece of hardware cloth laid at the bot-
tom. The screen edges are bent so the
cloth stands off the container's bottom.
When I  p lace a used glue brush in the
container, the glue runs off the bristles
through the screen. Next t ime I need the
brush, I just dry it off and it 's ready to go
with no dr ied glue clumps. At day's end,
I  s imply r inse the container c lean.

Bigger handle
for better leverage
I am an old carver, and my fingers just
don't have the strength they once did, so
changing tools in my chuck grinder with
a chuck key was getting more diff icult.
I needed something I could grip with my
entire hand instead of a few fingers. So
I removed the chuck key's crossbar and
dril led out an old fi le handle to accept the
chuck key. I secured the key into the
handle with epoxy, and now I change
gr inding bi ts in hal f  the t ime with l i t t le or
no jo int  pain.

-Doug Denaro, Trenton, lll.

-BoberI Fitz, BristoL Conn

t'ottttttned ott ltage 26
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shop tips

Use T-tracks for dead-
on runner accuracy
When I made my tablesaw
crosscut sled, I used mini T-
tracks, l ike those used in your
Drill Press Table project in issue
156 (June lJuly 2004, page 52) for
the runners. Besides giving me a
more stable runner material than
wood, the l itt le bit of play
between the mounting nut and
the slot allowed me to fine-tune
the precise location of the runners while
installed on the tablesaw.

-Stephane Hamel, Bichibucto Road, N.B.

Tor nado-proof mounting
for small parts prep
While making my two granddaughters
dollhouses for Christmas, I found
painting allthe small pieces-there are
850 thin roof shingles alone-a daunting
task. For speed's sake, I decided to
spray-paint the parts, but I had to find a
way to prevent them from blowing away.

I created a grid of reinforced strapping
tape (as shown below) with the sticky
side up on top of a box. By pressing the
shingles to the grid, I painted up to 200
at a time, and was able to reuse the grid
several times before replacing it. With
the time I saved, I actually got the
houses finished by Christmas! ?

-Ellen Strange, Waverly, N.Y.

. Comfortable
handle

Spiral Ratcheting
Screwdrivers

. Long shaft provides extended reach.

. Durable chromed steel construction

. 3-way clutch

. An integral ratchet supplies additional torque.

. Collar locks the spiral down for compact storaoe.

\

fiff: u,,\
fine for some I

-.h
jobs, but their
weight and bulk get in the way of others,
while manual screwdrivers can sometimes
be awkward to use. The slim profile of a
spiral ratcheting screwdriver allows you to
work close to an adjacent surface and can
provide extended reach and considerable leverage.
28K02.01 Small(240mm197|rc")Screwdriver $24.50
28K02.21 Medium (440mm/1 75l0") Screwdriver $32.b0
28K02.31 Large(620mml243la')Screwdriver $41.50

Shipping and N.Y sales tax extra.

See lfese spiral screwdrivers and 5000 other woodworking
tools in our tree 264-page catalog. Call or yisff us online.

1 -800-683-81 70 www. leevalley.com

&cree:i1ccls.

. Additional and
replacement bits
also available.

. The Archimedes'spiral rotates bit several

i\ 
t imes for each handle depression.

\ , i1
'\-,,,,,

P0. Box 1780, Ogdensburg, N.Y 13669
I-e€Valle

Circle No. 803

Cardboard box

Attach to box
as shown.
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quick-to-rrake
contemporary
wall shelf
A great way to use plywood scraps.

Q tu.t by cutting five pieces of 3A"

lrf plywood and one piece of t/c"

hardboard to 5" wide by 24" long. Lay out
the graceful arc on the hardboard using a
fairing stick. If you don't have one, see our
free plan at lr,oocl n.t r.i g a z i n c. c o t n / l a i r i n -s.
Bandsaw and sand the hardboard arc to
shape. Using this as a template, trace the arc
onto the face side of the five plywood blanks.
Save the hardboard template for later use.

Mark the location of the keynote-plate
mortises on the back edges of the two
uprights [Drawing 1a]. Using a flat-
bottomed bit, drill overlapping holes to
form the mortises. Drill the pilot holes and
check the fit of the plates in the recesses.

Next, mark the location of the notches on
each piece of plywood, making sure the
width of the notches matches the thickness
of your plywood. Cut the notches to shape.
(We did this on the tablesaw using a %"
blade, making multiple passes per notch.)
For support, secure an auxiliary fence to
your miter gauge and'use a stop [o ensure
consistently placed notches. Bandsaw and

sand the uprights and shelves to shape.
Add the veneer tape to the front exposed
plywood edges of the shelves and uprights
using the article on page 52 for reference.
Glue the pieces together, checking for
square. Wipe off any excess glue. Apply
the finish, screw the keyhole plates in
place, and hang. lF
Project design: Kevin Boyle

Keyhole
plate

lE revHoLE DETATL
E exploDED vrEW

I
55/a"

IUPRIGHT

55/e'

&
11s/a '

28

lron-on veneer tape

lron-on veneer taoe

I\___ _
c
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wise buys

our editors test

bandsaw
guides

Why buy?
For the best results on your bandsaw, the blade must cut perpendicular
to the table; but blades can twist or wander from the mark. Worn or inef-
fective blade guides and thrust bearings take the blame here, especially
in older saws. These replacement guides, ranging in price from $16 to
$150, deliver increased accuracy. Better still, they fit any 14" bandsaw,
as well as many other models.

Editor test-drive:
Because the Spaceage Ceramic
Guideblocks (SCG) and thrust bearings
matched my 14" Delta's original steel
blocks and bearings in size and use the
same mounting hardware, ldidn't need
to replace a bunch of parts to swap them
out. I installed the top bearing and guides
in 5 minutes, but replacing the lower
thrust bearing took 45 minutes because I
had to first remove the lower guide
assembly. In doing so, I discovered the
original bearing had seized; not a
problem with the SCG bearing because it
does not turn.

The manufacturer recommends .005"
clearance between the blade and
guides; I used the thickness of a piece of
paper. I cut turning blanks from a variety
of woods up to 6" thick and radii trom2"
tO 10" uSing th" and 7+" bladeS, and the
slippery-smooth SCGs held the blade
true without any sign of wear. Their low
cost and durability make them an
inexpensive but significant upgrade.

-Tested by Jan Svec, ProjecE Editor
To learn more:
916/652-6302;
spaceageceramicgu ideblocks.com

i
&
frtr
1

I

t
I

I

I
t

j

{

Editor test-drive:
Iturra's newest Band Rollers (model
#10001HC, at left) feature ceramic
bearings in steel housings. I installed
them in my 14" Delta saw in about 15
minutes, as they slid into the existing
guide holders and adjusted with the
same setscrews. There are no
replacement thrust bearings.

Using a feeler gauge, I positioned the
bearings .003" from the blade, according
to lturra's instructions. Although lturra
does not recommend using its Band
Rolfers with blades less lhanl/a",ltested
mine with /a", 1/c", and t/2" blades, cutting

thick stock and making tight-radius cuts
to force the blade against the bearings. I
found no problems in performance. By
reducing the amount of blade twisting,
the Band Rollers resulted in more
accurate scrollcutting and resawing,
These bearing guides showed no signs
of wear, a big upgrade from my square-
block graphite guides. lturra also sells
Band Rollers with steel bearings (model
#10001), which sell for $58.

-Tested by 0wen Duvall, Projects Editor
To learn more:
866/883-8064; email: kalll @comcast.net

Editor test-drive:
I spent a mere 15 minutes installing the
Carter Conversion Kit on my 14" Jet
bandsaw. lt replaced not only the guides,
but also my saw's entire upper and lower
blade-guide assembly. I was surprised,
however, to find that the two Allen
wrenches needed to install and make
adjustments to the bearings were not
included in the kit.

I immediately noticed improved
performance from my bandsaw as the
bearing guides gave it a huge boost in
accuracy. When cutting arcs and circular

shapes-and especially in resawing-
the bearings proved much better than my
old graphite guides at holding the blade
perpendicular to the workpiece with no
twisting or deflection. Aside from the
price tag, the only drawback I found was
the increased noise as compared with
my previous guides. But I'm willing to
trade a little noise for the greatly superior
cutting results..l

-Tested by Kevin Boyle, Senior Design Editor
To learn more:
8881 622-7837; carterproducts.com
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drying rack
A great solution for small shops

drop-down

ots of finishing to do,
but limited on space?
Try this multilevel

great ideas for your shop

drying rack. The removable
PVC pipes allow you to create
"shelves" for supporting
cabinet doors and other
workpieces while they dry. To
build the rack. cut the front
and back from t,/q" plywood.
Mark the hole centerpoints
where dimensioned on one of
the two pieces. Stick the
pieces together with double-
faced tape with the edges and
ends flush. Use a 17a" Forstner
bit or circle cutter to bore holes through both pieces
of stock at the same time. Back the stock to prevent
chip-out.

Next, cut the two sides and three dividers to size
from3/q" stock. Radius the top end of each
sidepiece, and bore a 1" hole to house the hanging
dowel. Drill all the mounting holes and assemble
the unit in the configuration shown, checking for
square. A screw in the top radiused end ofeach
sidepiece secures the l" dowel in place.

To mount the rack to the ceiling, drill the four
mounting holes, and thread pairs of bike hooks and
screw eyes into the pilot holes, where shown on the
drawing. Add utility chain to the screw eyes.
Finally, crosscut numerous pieces of lsls" PVC
pipe to length.

When not needed, simply remove the PVC pipes
from the rack. Then, lift the bottom end of the rack
to the ceiling, securing the spring snaps to the
utility chain, as shown in the photo above. Store
the pipes in a five-gallon bucket.Jl

Project design: Tom Carrell, Metropolis, l l l .

Find dozens of FREE project plans at:
woodma gazine.com/freeplans

Bike hook in joist

7se" shank hole with a 7oq" pilot hole
t/2" deep in dowel

R=4" - 1" hardwood dowel
26t/z" long

1 "  ho le

17s"  O.D.
PVC pipe
40" long

DIVIDER

7se" shank hole, countersunk
3/eu

Ceil ing joists

_96,,__......-1

#8  x  11 /z '  R .H .

6u wood screw

33/q"

3/a' l .D.
screw
eye

Uti l i ty chain
10"  long

1e/a" hole

Note: *Location of bike hooks and3/e" screw eyes
wil l  depend on your cei l ing joist locations.

lh 3/e" l.D.
L/ 

,screw 
eye

' {
(}\

3/s" spring snap

g" a'
I
L O
U

^ 0
U

0
0 \

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
- 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

I
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
\
0

0

0

0
7/aq" pilothole3/a" deep 

-'-"'
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heirloorrr
cornev

I Uvera l l  d imensions are 37r , 'e"  w ide x
'19r, '+" deep x 76sl+ high.
I  Mater ia ls  used:  Red oak so l id  s tock.
and b i rch and red oak p lywood.
!  The  cab ine t  assemb les  eas i l y  and
quick ly  wi th  pocket  screws,  wood screws
and  b i scu i t s .
I  The at t rac t ive mold ing and t r im
p ro f i l es  a re  made  us ing  common  round -
over .  cove.  and Roman ogee router  b i ts .
I  You ' l l  f i nd  a  s imp le  p rocess  f o r  cu t t i ng
the  c rown  mo ld ing  us ing  a  s tanda rd  (no t
compound)  mr tersaw on page 48.
I  A  pa i r  o f  cab ine t  l i gh t s  i ns ta l l  eas i l y .

Let's start with the cases
| 

( 'L t t  thc  l ro t t t t t t t -  a l t t l  t t t l t -c l tsc  s ic lcs  (A.  B) .
I  hut ' I ,  \ [ r t ]n( ] r ' t \  (C.  I ) ) .  anc l  bac l is  (E.  F t  to

thc s izcs l is tcc l  IMater ia ls  L is t .  7r r r ,qr ,  J /1 .  (CLr t -

t r r tc  thcsc 1- rur ts  l i r r ' l ro th  cascs no\ \  sa\c \  t in lc
b r  u ro i c l i nu  r cpc t i t i \ c  sc tu l ) s . )  lSc rc l - r ' i p  ( ) nc

cr lgc  o l ' thc  s i r lc  l . r icccs l i i rc l  both  cc lgcs o f ' thc
l)acl\  \Lr l lports ancl bucks at J.5 lDrawings 1
lun r l  21 .  No tc  t hc  o1 - rpos rnu  gn r i r r  t l i l ce  t i ons  l i r r '
thc bue I i  sLrpp()r ' ts lncl l racks.

QL' : ing ; . r  t l : . r r l t r  b l l r lc  in  rour  tub lcsau l lu r t
6nr l tehcs thc-  t l r ickncss o l ' roLr r '  l ,+ '  p lvuooc l .
cLtt r t  r . 's"-r lccp claclo on lhc ir t .sidc lacc ol 'cl tch
bo t t on r - casc  s i c l c  (A t  ID raw ing  1 ]  Thcn .  u \ i n t
l r r r  l rLr r i l i l r r r  l ' cncc l t t lchcc l  to  \ 'oLu '  r - ip  lcncc.
e Lrt ; .r  t  r"-clcc1-r rabbct acr()ss thc top ol 'cach top-
e usc s ic lc  (  B )  on thc in . r r r /c  l r . rcc  IDrawing 2] .

l.-'4no*''*'

Easy-to-  i  nsta l  l ,  low-tem perature xenon I  i  ghts
cast  a sof t  g low on t reasured pieces.
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cabinet
Display and store your fine collectibles
in this beautifully trimmed design,
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45'bevel

around the bit for a visual stop.
ATo mount the bottom-
Eand top-case back

QMark centerpoints for /+" holes 3/s" deep
tJfor /+" cushioned shelf pins on the bot-
tom- and top-case sides (A, B) [Drawings 1
and 21. Drill the holes. For consistent drill-
ing depth, wrap a piece of masking tape

E eorroM cASE

#7 x 1tl+" fine-thread
pocket-hole screw

22.5 'bevels

#20 biscuit

E rnce-FRAME Brscurr-
SLOT DETAIL

Align and clamp your pocket-hole jig with
each of the marked lines on the back of the
sides (A, B), and drillthe holes.

45" bevel

,d- #B x 11/+"
\ coarse-thread

pockethole screw

3/qu 
#7 x 1t/q,,

fine{hread
pocket-hole screw

#8 x  11h '  F .H.
wood screw

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk on

back face, centered,
with a mating
7oc" pilot hole

s/t" dado7e" deep 'ir'; a6ep in part@

With the beveled edge of the bottom-case
/ert side (A) tight in the V-shaped opening in
the back (C/E), drive the pocket screws.

supports (C, D) to the
backs (E, F) [Drawings 1,
1a, and 2], bevel-rip a
lVzxl2" piece of sctap 3/a"

plywood at 45" for an
alignment guide. Using the
guide to center each pair of
parts side-to-side [Photo A],
glue and clamp the back
supports and backs together,
keeping the parts flush at
one end. Drill mounting
holes through the back sup-
ports into the backs, and drive
the screws.

ETo pocket-screw the bottom-
rJand top-case sides (A, B) to the back
assemblies (C/8, D/F) and face-frame cor-
ner stiles (I, J) later [Drawings 1, 1a, and 2],
draw four equally spaced alignment lines
for drilling the pocket holes along both
edges of the sides on the back face. Because
you're joining the parts at an angle, position
the stop collar on your pocket-hole jig bit to
drill /s" deeper than the indicated setting for
joining 3/q" material to ensure secure attach-
ment. Position the jig, and drill the holes
lPhoto Bl.

QSand all of the parts to 220 grit. Then,
lJwith the bottom-case left side (A) and
back assembly (C/E) correctly oriented
[Drawing 1], apply glue along the V-shaped
opening on the left side of the back assem-
bly. Assemble the parts, and drive the
pocket-hole screws [Photo C]. Join the right

With an edge of the back supports (C, D)
flush with the alignment guide, glue and
screw the supports to the backs (E, F).

woodrnagazine.corn

1l
I'i"
ll
t l'--
-3/a"

E secloN vtEW DETAIL

E ncunE-EtcHT FASTENER DETATL

s/rs" to center
of biscuit slot
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#7 x 1t l+" f ine-thread
pocket-hole screw

\
22.5" bevels l

El rop cASE

1 t %0" notch
\

- l i

s/q" rabbel Te" deep
#B x 11/q"

coarse-thread
pocket-hole screw

)

\-,'
il{ I
ili
LI^L,T\ 22.5 'bevels

#8  x  11 /q '  F .H .
wood screw

1
\

#7 x 11/q"

sAz" shank hole, countersunk
on back face, centered, with
a matinq 7oa" pi lot hole
t/2" deei in pdrt @

El pnnrs vrEW
r)q/-rr-

i_5,,_________-1 I

f l
; '  l l l  2 ; / 4 "1  e ,  l l z , ,
:,:J \. t lI]'l'--\7r" groove 1 /e" deep, centeredII DOOR TOP RAIL

fine{hread
pocket-hole screw

CABINET BOTTOM/TOP

Location of part

Location of part

Use the right pocket-screw
thread type for the rnaterial

Pocket screws are available with coarse
and fine threads, and it 's important to
use the correct thread to prevent splits in
wood, plywood, and composite
materials. Use fine-thread screws for
hardwoods and coarse-thread screws
for softwoods, plywoods, particleboard,
and medium-densi ty f  iberboard.

side (A) in the same way. Repeat to assemble
the top-case sides (B) and back assembly
(D/F). For guidance on using the right
pocket-screw thread type for joining mate-
rials, see the Shop Tip, above.

Add the cabinet bottom/top
I From 3/4" birch plywood, cut two
L 157/sx32l+" pieces for the cabinet bot-

tom/top (G). To shape the parts to precisely
fit into the3/t" dadoes and rabbets in the bot-
tom and top cases [Drawings 1 and 2], cut a
27"-square piece of t/+" hardboard to make
a template for pattern-routing. Measure for
equal diagonals to verify square.

)Draw a 4t/rt"-lons line (for the back)
Etacross a corner of the hardboard [Draw-

40

F
{

*
F

"#s.
#\t " l

Coarse-thread
screw for
softwoods
and plywoods

q
\

&
Fine-thread
screw for
hardwoods

f-33/a"- --

n l

|@l- l| | l1'/"',a'i-l ll
I t*t 11/16"'-) \,/r,,round_over

CAPITAL

s/o" hole for lighting wiring

)  
in  top@only

L-- orr - |
-  |  -  4 . r 1 / ^ t t  - l

\ 1 z r "  
^ ^ E /  n

2t7r"---l

Location of part

TOP-CASE BOTTOM

177/sz"
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Holding a combination square against the
edge of each bottom-case side (A), draw a
4"-long line on the hardboard template.

ing 31. Cut off the corner using your
mitersaw set at 451 Next, position the hard-
board in the dadoes in the bottom-case sides
(A) and tight against the back support (C).
Draw 4"-long lines on the hardboard extend-
ing from the front edges of the sides [Photo
Dl. Then make a mark 2sAa" from the edge
of the hardboard (not the back face of the
side) intersecting each 4" line. Align a
straightedge with the intersecting points,
and draw a line (for the front edge) across
the hardboard.

QJigsaw the hardboard to within %" of the
tlline. Save the cutoff-you'll use it to
make a template for pattern-routing the top-
case bottom (H) to shape later. Next, clamp
an 8x48" piece of W' plywood having a
straight edge to the hardboard, aligning the
edge with the line. Using your router with a
top-bearing flush{rim bit, true the edge
[Photo E]. Now cut the front corners of the
template [Photo F].

Keeping the bearing of a flush-trim bit tight
against a plywood straightedge, true the
front edge of the hardboard template.

/ Using double-faced tape, adhere the
'ftemplate, centered, to one of the ply-
wood pieces for the bottom/top (G). Jigsaw
the plywood to within Vra" of the template,
all around. Then pattern-rout the plywood,
using the template as a guide for the bearing
of your flush-trim bit [Photo G]. Remove
the template. Repeat to shape the remaining
piece of plywood.

fFor the cabinet top (G), drill two s/0"

rfholes for the lighting wiring [Drawing
31. Sand the bottom and top pieces smooth.
Then glue and clamp them in place in the
bottom and top cases.

fFrom 
3/i' red oa}5 plywood, cut a

Vl73/sx343/s" piece for the top-case bot-
tom (H). Set the piece bside. You'll make a
template and pattern-rout it to final shape
after mounting the face frame to the case.

TApply a coat of primer to the front faces
I of the top-case sides (B) and back (F)
and bottom face of the cabinet top (G). Then

Positioning each side of the template tight
against the fence of your mitersaw, cut the
corners along the marked lines.

apply two coats of interior latex paint. (We
used Behr semigloss Silk Gown.)

On to the face frames
I Cut the bottom- and top-case corner
I stiles (I, J) and front stiles (K, L) for the

face frames to the sizes listed to fit the cases.
bevel-ripping an edge of each piece at22.5o
[Drawings 1 and 2]. Then cut the rails (M)
to size except Vz" Ionger to allow for precise
fitting between the front stiles.
jlPair the bottom-case corner and front
trstiles (I, K) and top-case corner and
front stiles (J, L) together. Mark centerlines
on the outside faces for #2A biscuit slots.
where shown. Adjust your biscuit-joiner
fence to center the cutter s/te" fromthe back
face of the stiles on the beveied edges
[Drawing 1b]. (This prevents the cutterfrom
breaking through the outside face.) Plunge
the slots [Photo H]" Then glue and biscuit
the stiles together [Photo l].

Keeping the bearing of the flush-trim bit tight
against the hardboard template, pattern-rout
the plywood bottom/top (G) to shape.

woodrnagazine.com

With the stiles (1, J, K, L) clamped to your
workbench, plunge #20 biscuit slots into the
beveled edges at the marked centerlines.

Glue and biscuit the bottom- and top-case
corner stiles (1, J) and front stiles (K, L) to-
gethen drawing the joints tight with tape.
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Template on bottom

Position a rail (M)tight against the bottom-
case left front stile (K) and overlapping the
right corner stile. Mark the final rail length.

2To cut the rails (M) to finished length,
tJposition the bottom-case stile assemblies
(VK) on the case, tight against the angled
corners of the cabinet bottom (G) with the
corner stiles (I) overhanging the sides (A)
rA" lDrawing lal. Mark the exact length of a
rail to fitbetween the front stiles (K) [Photo
Jl. Using a stopblock on your miter gauge
for consistency, crosscut the three rails to
the marked length.

ATo assemble the face frames, lay out the
t'ilbottom- and top-case stile assemblies
(I/K, J/L) and rails (M) front face down on
a flat surface in the configurations shown
[Drawings 1 and 2]. Clamp the frame mem-
bers together, making sure to position the
bottom rail of the bottom-case face frame
where dimensioned. With the stop collar
repositioned on your pocket-hole jig drill bit
to the normal position for 3/q" material, drill
a pair of holes at both ends of each rail,
where shown. Apply glue to the rail ends,
and drive the pocket-hole screws.

Drive screws through the predrilled pocket
holes in the sides (A) into the corner stiles (l)
to fasten the face frame to the bottom case.

fPosition the bottom-case face-frame
tJassembly (I/K/M) on the case. Pocket-
screw the frame to the case [Photo K]. Set the
top-case face-frame assembly (J/L|M) aside.

fiTo join the bottom and top cases together
tflater, mark centerpoints for mounting
figure-eight fasteners on the top edges of
the bottom-case sides (A) and face-frame
top rail (M) [Drawings 1 and 1c]. Using a
32" Forstnerbit, drill a/t"-deep counterbore
at each centerpoint, as explained in the Shop
Ttp, below. Next, drill a centered 3/tz" pllot
hole W' deep in each counterbore. You'll
mount the fasteners later.

Make the top-crs€ bottom
I Ar you did for the cabinet bottom/top
I (G), make a template for pattern-routing

the top-case bottom (H) to shape using the
Vq" hardboard cutoff that you set aside ear-
lier. Draw a 4"-long line (for the back) across
a corner of the hardboard [Drawing 3]. Cut
the corner using your mitersaw.

Draw lines along the corner and front stiles
(J, L)to lay out the hardboard template for
pattern-routing the top-case bottom (H).

j)Place the top case with the bottom up.
ErThen position the hardboard on the case,
flush with the back and sides. Mark the
locations of the face-frame corner stiles (J)
and front stiles (L) on the template [Photo
Ll. Remove the template.

QAlign a straightedge with the marked
tflines for the front stiles (L), and draw a
line across the template. Jigsaw to within
/ra" of the line. As before, true the edge
using your flush-trim routerbit andplywood
straightedge. Then cut the front corners along
the marked lines using your mitersaw.

1l Adhere the template, centered, to the
7l7t/sx343/s" piece of plywood that you
set aside for the bottom (H). Pattern-rout the
bottom to shape, and remove the template.
Sand the bottom smooth. and set it aside.

Trim the top-Gds€ interior
I Cut the top-case rail (N) to the size
I listed. Make two copies of the rail full-
size half-pattern from the WOOD Pat-
terns@ insert. Spray-adhere the patterns to
the rail. (You'll need to flip the pattern over
for the right side.) Bandsaw and drum-sand
the arch to the pattern line. Then rovt a Vs"
round-over along the front edge of the arch
[Drawing 2].

DTo form the capitals (O), cut a I/2x8"
Erblank from 3/c" red oak. Using a dado
blade in your tablesaw, ctta/sx37/2" notch,
centered, into one edge. Rout a %" round-
over along the indicated edges, ends, and
corners of the blank [Drawings 2 and 3].
Then, using a stopblock attached to a miter-
gauge extension, crosscut a 33/c" -longcapital
from each end of the blank.

QCut the stiles (P) to size. Lay out the
9radiused cutout on each stile [Drawing
2]. Bandsaw and sand the cutouts smooth.
Then rout a /s" round-over along the front
shaped edge of each stile.
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How to easily dritl
partial counterbores
Here's a simple and controllable
way to drill counterbores that
break through the edge of a
workpiece, such as those for the
figure-eight fasteners used to
join the bottom and top cases
together. Clamp a piece of 3A"
scrap to the workpiece, flush with
the dril l ing surface, as shown.
Then drill the counterbore using
a Forstner bit. The scrap provides
a continuous surface that keeps
the bit from wandering and
prevents tear-out.
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lCutthe keystone (Q) to size. Lay out the
'tangled ends [Drawing 3]. Then bandsaw
and sand to shape.

f Sand the rail (N), capitals (O), stiles (P),
rland keystone (Q) smooth. Then place
the top-case face-frame assembly (J/L/M)
on your workbench with the back face up.
Glue and clamp the rail to the frame [Photo
M, page 44l.Next, glue and clamp a capital
and stile to each front stile (L) [Photo N].
Now glue and clamp the keystone, centered,
to the front of the rail, tight against the face-
frame rail (M).

AAt you did for the bottom case, position
lJthe face-frame/trim assembly (J/L/M/
N/O/P/Q) on the top case, verifying that
the corner stiles (J) uniformly overhang the
sides (B) V+" lDrawtng lal.Drive the pocker
hole screws through the predrilled holes in
the sides into the corner stiles to secure the
assembly to the case.

Next up: the cabinet trim
I Cut the bottom-case base-trim blank
I (R) to size. Rout a /+" Roman oeee with

a t/t6" shoulder along an edge of the blank
[Drawing 4].

E rnrulMoLDrNG PRoFTLES
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Glue and clamp the top-case rail (N)to the
face frame (J/UM\, using spacers to position
the rail 7a" below the top edge of rail M.

t)Bevel-cut a 5"-long piece from the blank
Erfor the right side trim at22.5o [Drawing
51. Then cut an opposing 22.5" bevel on the
remaining blank. Position the two pieces on
the bottom case, and mark the exact length of
the side trim [Photo O]. Also mark the length
of the front trim (for the heel of the bevel) at
the outer edge of the left front stile (K).
Crosscut the side trim square and bevel-cut
the front trim at the marks. Clamp the pieces
to the case. Now, from the remaining blank,
cut the left side trim to fit.

QMark the center and ends of the arch on
t the front trim (R) [Drawing 5].Draw the
arch using a fairing stick. (For a free fairing
stick plan, go to r.voocl nt a-guz i n c.co nt /l a i ri ne.)
Bandsaw and drum-sand the arch to shape.
Sand the front and side trim smooth. Then
glue and clamp the pieces to the case, ensur-
ing tight corners.

llFrom 3A" red oak planed to match the'f thickness of the plywood top-case bot-
tom (H), cut a 2t/qx42" piece for forming the
bottom-case cove-trim blank (S) and top-
case molding blanks (T). Rout a3/s" cove V2"
deep along an edge of the workpiece [Draw-

E nourNc rHE ToP-cASE MoLDING

Then glue and clamp a capital (O) and stile
(P) in place in the orientations shown, tight
against the rail (N).

ing 41. Then rip a Vz"-wide strip from the
routed edge for the cove-trim blank. Next,
to form the molding blanks [Drawing 4],
rout a Vq" cove Vz" deep and Vq" round-over
along each edge of the workpiece, and rip a
3/+"-wide molding blank from each edge
[Drawing 6, Steps 1 and 2]. Now rout a Vt"
round-over along each blank [Drawing 6,
Step 31. Sand all of the blanks smoorh.

f Using the marking/cutting process that
rf you used for the base trim (R), cut front
and side pieces from the cove-trim blank (S)
to fit the bottom case and from one molding
blank (T) to fit the top-case bottom (H)
[Drawing 5]. Note that the side molding
pieces extend V+" beyond, the top-case bot-
tom (H) to align flush with the outside edges
of the corner stiles (J) [Drawing 3]. Glue and
clamp the cove-trim pieces to the bottom
case, flush with the top of the face frame.
Glue and tape the molding pieces to the top-
case bottom, flush with the top and bottom
faces. Set the other molding blank aside.

f Cut the crown molding supports (U) to
tlf size. Lay out as/sxl" notch on a support
[Drawing 7]. Bandsaw to shape. Using this

Keeping the joint of the bottom-case base
trim (R) pieces tight, mark the length of the
side trim at the edge of the corner stile (l).

support as a template, mark the notch on the
remaining supports. Bandsaw and sand to
shape. Then drill a mounting hole, centered,
into the notched end of each support.
lfHolding your crown molding (V) with
I the bottom edge flush on a flat surface,
measure the angle to the back face with a
protractor. (Our molding measured 38o from
vertical.) Using your mitersaw, cut the end
of each support (U) at this angle [Drawing
71. Then glue the supports to the top case,
aligning the heel of the angled edge of each
support with the tront edge of the rarl (M)
aud cor ner and frc,rri sules (J, L) [Drawing
51. Using the mountrng holes in the supports
as guides, drill piiot holes into the case, and
drive the screws.

flUsing a mitersaw, cut the crown mold-
lJing (V) to fit the front and sides of the
top case [Drawing 5], as explained on page
48.Then glue and clamp the molding to the
case and crown molding supports (U). Next,
from the molding blank (T) that you set
aside, miter-cut pieces to fit the case. Glue
and tape them in position, tight against the
crown molding.

Step 2 Rout a t/+" round-over
along each edge. Then
rip the 3/q"-wide molding
strips from the blank.

Step 1 Rout a 1/a" cove
1/2" deep along both
edges of the blank.

7_2Va" 
_

t-* a1*

Step3 Routat /a"
round-over
along each
molding str ip.

Note: Use a pushstick
for safety.
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El BOITOM-CASE CABINET DOOR (lnside of right door shown)

1/q" groove 17e" deep, cut before shaping arch

Roller-catch
cl ip, centered

( .

*m
*W

Classic
pendant

brass pul l

L

Using an auxiliary fence attached to your rip
fence, cutal/q" tenon 7a" long on each end
of the bottom and top rails (X, Y).

Swing over to the doors
I Cut  the s t i les  (W).  bot tom ra i ls  (X) ,  top

I  r a i l s  (Y ) .  and  pane l s  (Z l  t o  t he  s i zes

l isted. saving your cutoffs.
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,groove alon-e the irt.sicle ed-ee of each part

usin-9 a stiindard blade in your tablesaw.

Reposit ion the fence. Then, making two

passes and flipping each part end fbr end.

widen the -erooves to fit the panels. (We

made test cLlts in cr"rtoffs first to ensLlre a
good fit.)

QUsing I dado blade. fbnn a /+" tenon 7s"

tf long on each end of the bottorn and top

rai ls (X. Y) fDrawings 8 and 8a, Photo Pl.

,[ Adhere the top rails (Y) together with
rldouble-faced tape, keeping the edges

and ends ali-ened. Mark points fbr the arch

E cnowN MoLDING suppoRT sEcrloN vtEW

Angle cut to
match spring

of crown
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3"
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on the face of one rail [Drawing 3]. Draw
the arch. Then bandsaw and drum-sand to
shape. Separate the rails.

f Sand the stiles (W), bottom and top rails
t (X, Y). and panels (Z) smooth. Then
glue and clamp the doors together, noting
the opposing orientation of the arched top
rails for the left and right doors [Drawing 5].

Now mount the doors
I To mount the doors to the bottom case
I with 2" wraparound hinges, cut a

3Ax3tAd" spacer from V+" scrap. Draw a line
across the spacer t/rc" from one end. (Posi-
tioning the bottone hinges in the case with
the 3/ro"-long spacer sets a t/to" reveal at the
bottom and top of the doors. You'll trim
the spacer to 3" long to mount the hinges to
the doors.)
jl Adhere the spacer and a hinge to the
Clbottom of a bottom-case front stile (K)
tight against the rail (M) with double-faced
tape [Photo Q]. Drill the mounting holes,
and drive the screws supplied with the
hinge. Remove the spacer, hinge, and tape.
Repeat for the opposite stile.

QCrosscut the spacer at the marked line.
tfThen, using the spacer, mount a pair of

hinges on the back face of the outer door
stile (W) of each door, 3" from the top and
bottom [Drawing 8].
,1| Position a door in the case, and reattach
tltt. bottom hinge by driving the screws
into the prethreaded holes in the front stile
(K). Then drill the mounting holes and
screw-mount the top hinge to the stile.
Repeat for the other door.

f Cut the doorstop (AA) to size. Glue and
rJclamp it to the back face of the bottom-
case top rail (M), centered side-to-side and
flush with the bottom edge [Drawing 5].

QScrew-mount a roller-catch clip (sup-
tf plied with the catch) to the back of each
inner door stile (W) fDrawing 8]. Engage
the mating double-roller catch on each clip.
Close a door. Holding the door flush with
the front of the case, mark the centers of the
catch mounting slots on the doorstop (AA).
Repeat for the other door. Then screw-
mount the catches. Remove the doors.
hinges, and roller-catch hardware.

On to the shelves
I Cut the shelf (BB) for the bottom case to
I size. Lay out the angled sides [Drawing

51. Bandsaw and sand to the lines. (We did

Position a spacer and 2" wraparound hinge
at the bottom of a bottom-case stile (K). Drill
the mounting holes, and drive the screws.

@

@

r/a x24 x 24" Red oak plywood

s/q x 48 x 48" Birch plywood
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Gutting Diagram

9-""-- --\:---.\
ffi

3/qx71/a x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/qx71/q x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd.  f t . )

irrz---t
1/zx2eAa x 96" Crown molding

e/a x 48 x 96" Birch plywood
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3/qx71/q x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd.  f t . )

s/q x 48 x 48" Red oak plywood



shelf because it fits Time to wrap things up
I As needed, finish-sand the bottom and
I top cases, doors, top-case bottom (H/T),

and bottom-case shelf to 220 grit, and
remove the dust. Mask the painted areas in
the top case. Remove all hardware. Then
apply a stain to the cases, doors, top-case
bottom, shelf, and two shelf edging pieces
(CC) for the glass shelves. (We used Zar Oil-
Based Stain, no. 110 Salem Maple.) Remove
the masking from the top case. Now apply a
clear finish to all of the parts, including the
painted surfaces. (We applied three coats of
AquaZar Water-Based Clear Satin Polyure-
thane, sanding to320 grit between coats.)
l)Mount figure-eight fasteners in the
Etcounterbores in the bottom case using
#6xs/a" flathead wood screws [Drawing 1c].

{)Using a helper, place the top case on
t)yout workbench with the front up. Posi-
tion the bottom assembly (H/T) on the case,
aligned with the back and sides. Drill
mounting holes through the bottom and into
the case [Drawing 5]. Drive the screws.

ATo install the lighting (see Source), route
rlthe wires from the two l2-volt light fix-
tures through the %0" holes in the cabinet
top (G). Then screw-mount the lights, trans-
former, and wiring block to the top and
make the wiring connections [Drawing 5],

not pattern-rout the
loosely in the case.)

llCut the shelf edging (CC) to size except
A32t/r" long. Make two 45o miter cuts at
each end of the three edging pieces, where
dimensioned [Drawing 5a], cutting the pieces
to the finished length. Then rout %" round-
overs along the edges [Drawing 5], noting
the additional round-over along the top back
edge of two edging pieces for the top-case
glass shelves.
{f Glue and tape the edging piece for the
Oshelf (BB) to the front edge, flush with
the ends and top face. When the glue dries,
remove the tape, and sand the shelf and
edging smooth.

;f Using a dado blade, out a W' groove 3/a"
'ldeep Vi' fromthe top edge of the remain-
ing shelf edging (CC) pieces on the back
face. where shown. Sand smooth, and set
the pieces aside.

ETlo make a template for having two 3/ro"

iJdouble-strength glass shelves cut to fit the
top case, lay out the glass-shelf dimensions

[Drawing 5] on a piece of W'hardboard. Cut
the hardboard to shape. Using /+" cushioned
shelf pins, test-fit the hardboard in the top
case. and trim if needed. Then take the tem-
plate to a glass shop and have the pieces cut
to size.

Y4" 11/tu 31A' OP I

as explained in the instructions supplied
with the lights.

EApply a small bead of clear silicone
ilcaulk along the groove in each of the
two shelf edging pieces (CC). Then positron
each piece on the front edge of a glass shel.f
with the glass tight against the top of the
groove. Let the caulk cure for 24 hours.
FRehinee the doors to the bottom case.
EDrn.n i.rount the roller-catch hardware.
Now mark and drill pilot holes and mount a
classic pendant brass pull to the inner stile
(W) of each door [Drawing 8b], using the
screws supplied with the pulls.

!f Move the cases to the desired room loca-
I tion. Place the top case on the bottom
case with the backs and sides aligned. From
inside the bottom case, drill mounting holes
and drive #6x5/e" flathead wood screws
through the figure-eight fasteners into the
top-case bottom (H) to secure the cases.

QFinally, install the shelf assembly (BB/

CICCI in the bottom case and the two glass
shelves in the top case, where desired, using
t/+" cushioned shelf pins. Insert the lighting
plug into a 120-volt outlet, and turn on the
lights. Now fill the cabinet with your special
glassware, art objects, and other items, and
admire them and your awesome craftsman-
ship in a new light. i

Written by Owen Duvallwith Jeff Mertz
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Materlals key: BP-birch plywood, OP-red oak plywood,
O-red oak.
Suppliesl #6x5/e", #8x11/q", and #8x1r/2" llathead wood
screws; #7x11/q" fine- and #8x1/+" coarse'thread pocket-
hole screws; spray adhesive; double-faced tape; #20
biscuits; figure-eight fasteners (8); 2" wraparound hinges
(2 pr.); double-roller catches with clips (2); clear silicone
caulki th" cushioned shelf pins (1 2\; % axl 3Vax3 1 s/e" do ub|e'
strength glass (2); classic pendant brass pulls (2).
Blades and blte: Dado-blade set; top-bearing flush-trim,
t/a" and t/n" round-ovgr, /1" Roman ogee, and 1/q" ands/a"
cove router bits: 7+" Forstner bit.

Source
Hardware and llghtlng: Full back{o'back wraparound
hinges no. 31183, $5,99 pr. (2 pr.); double-roller catch
with clips no. 29785, $3.49 per pkg. of 4 (1 pkg.); figure'
eight fasteners n0.21650, $2.39 per pkg. of 8 (1 pkg,);
classic pendant brass pulls no. 67520, $12.59 ea, (2);
t/q" cushioned shelf pins no. 81844, $3.99 per pkg. of 16
(1 pkg,); gold low-profile xenon pocket two'light kit no,
39696, $63.99. Call or click Rockler, 8001279'4441,
rockler.com.

Find more beautiful $helving and
Bookcase Plans at:

woodmagazine.com/shelving
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It adds an elegant, regal look to projects, but few things
intimidate woodworkers more than cutting and installing
crown molding-until now.

rown molding proves simple to cut
and install on woodworking proj-
ects once you know the correct

techniques. The necessary compound cuts at
every corner combine a miter cut with a bevel
cut, all of which can be machined on your
mitersaw set up with an auxiliary fence,
table, and stop assembly.

Also, wider, detailed moldings further
accentuate the need for precise-fitting joints.
Thankfully, there's a bag of simple tricks you
can dig into. Although this article doesn't
delve specifically into installing crown mold-
ing in a home, the cutting techniques work
equally well for both applications.

Let vour mitersaw
show its stuff for this job
The key to working with crown molding
lies in an accurate mitersaw with a quality
blade. Although you can cut compound
angles on your tablesaw by tilting the blade
and angling your miter gauge, it's much
simpler to use a mitersaw. And, by using our
technique-cutting molding in its spring-
angle position (see sidebar on next page)
and upside down-you don't even need a
compound mitersaw.

The accuracy of your cuts results directly
from your mitersaw, but the finish and qual-
ity of those cuts fall directly on the blade
you use. For best results when cutting any
type of molding, apply the following guide-
lines: Use an 8O-tooth carbide blade for 10"
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saws, and a 90- to 100-tooth blade for 12"
saws. They'll cost $80-$250 apiece, but the
payback in splinter-free precision makes the
investment worthwhile. The teeth should
have a hook angle between 5o and -5o.

Next, ensure that your mitersaw's bevel
angle is O"-with the blade perpendicular to
the table. Check this with a square. Then,
with countersunk carriage bolts, attach an
auxiliary fence as long as the saw's fence,
made of t/t" MDF or plywood. Make the
fence as tall as possible, without impeding
the saw's ability to cut at full-depth. It pro-

\i 
-::%i

* : -  \ '  \ .
\\a:a;qryFry
\sF;fi::*-:*

Watch a FREE 5-minute video 0n cutting
crou,n molding at: woodmagazine.c0m/videos

vides backside support to help prevent tear-
out, as well as a consistent fence height the
length of the table. (See photo below.)

Cutting crown works best when you've got
table extensions to support the molding and
hold it level, a necessity for accurate cuts. We
used the mitersaw extensions from issue 171
(September 2006, pages 1013, or for sale at

) with t/2"

plywood clamped across the saw's table.
Now add the stop that will hold the crown

at the correct spring angle. First, cut a 6"-long
piece of your molding and rest it on the aux-

Using an auxi l iary fence and extension table, made from plywood or MDF, to support your
molding el iminates t ipping of long moldings and enables you to produce accurate cuts.
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Place a short length of crown in this
position-upside down and at the spring
angle-to automatically set the bevelangle.

How to know vour
molding's spfing angle
When crown molding is positioned as it
will appear on a project, the angle
between the molding's back face and
the project face is known as the spring
angle. Store-bought molding will have
a spring angle of 38o, 45o, or 52'. The
most detailed portion of the molding's
face will always be at the bottom. lt is
not necessary, however, to know the
spring angle to use this technique.

iliary table with the bouom edge against the
fence (remember, you cut cro\ryn upside
down), as shown above. Measure from the
auxiliary fence to the edge of the molding
that's farthest from the fence, and then cut a
spacer from MDF or plywood to match that
width, as shown above center. Screw a 2"
wide stop to the auxiliary table while sand-
wiching that spacer between the auxiliary
fence and stop, as shown abwe right. Set
your mitersaw at 45o on each side and cut
through the auxiliary fence and table. (You
will need to adjust the positiop of the stop for
different- size moldings.)

Cut moldinqs to fit specific
locations in-a mitere1 joint
For every mitered corRer, you'll need to
understand the elements: There are inside

Cut a spacer that's flush with the front of
the crown's inverted top edge when the
molding is positioned at the spring angle.

and outside corners, and left and right parts
for each. Think in terms of a room in a
house: Inside corners are the four typical
corners that define a square or rectangular
room, while outside corners are those on
protruding closets, for example. You'll cut
the mating parts of a joint on opposing sides
of the mitersaw, as shown below. (Inside
comers, although rare for woodworking
prirjects, prove best if done with mitered
cuts rather than coping one end to match the
profile.on another.)

To cut a piece of molding, first cut one of
the mitered ends as needed. In most
instances you'll measure the length for the
next cut along the bottom-or short-edge
of the molding. This proves difficult when
trying to catch a measuring tape's hook on
the miter. Instead, use the auxiliary fence to
help with measuring, as shown atright.

Attach crown in place
rvith handy supt'ort blocks
Wrapping crown molding around a wood-
working project always centers around
tight-fitting joints. To achieve this, either
assemble the mating pieces to each other
directly on the project, or assemble them
in a glue-up jig made to ensure squareness
and attach the assembly after the glue
dries. Either way yields great results. (As
with all woodworking assemblies, check

Place the molding stop against the spacer,
and screw it to the auxiliary table with 1"
brass flathead screws.

your joints in a dry fit on the project before
reaching for glue and fasteners.)

You can assemble the crown molding
in place on the corner cabinet on page 43
because of the glue blocks mounted to the
cabinet top and then hidden from view by
the crown. To do this, first make the glue
blocks from 3/a" plywood or hardwood.
(See the glue block illustration on page
45.) Hold a piece of your molding in posi-
tion to obtain the spring angle for the glue
blocks, as shown on the next page. Then
machine the blocks on your mitersaw,
alternately cutting the spring angle and
90o cutoff from a long blank rather than

By setting your mitersaw at 45o to the left, you can cut inslde right and outside left miters.
Switch your saw to 45o on the right side and you can cut outside right and inside left miters.

rvood,magazine.corn

Measure mitered crown to length by
aligning the bottom of the miter with the
fence end; then hook a tapebnto the fence.
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Use a sliding bevel gauge to determine the
spring angle for your crown molding; then
transfer that angle to your mitersaw.

cutting the spring angle onto blocks pre-
cut to length, which would place your
fingers dangerously close to the blade.
Attach the glue blocks to the cabinet with
glue and screws.

When cutting any molding on a mitersaw,
always plunge through the cut, and then let
the blade stop spinning before lifting. Lifr
ing too soon could allow the blade to catch
on the molding and damage it, or it could
forcefully eject the cutoff.

For the corner cabinet, you'll need three
pieces of crown: right, front, and left-with
all miters cut at 22W. For the best grain
match, cut the pieces in order, with as little
waste as possible between the miters. Cut
the right piece first, about f in length, with
an outside right miter on the left side. Mea-
sure, mark, and cut the front piece with
miters at each end, beginning with the right
side. Finally, cut the left piece I' long, with
an outside left miter,rn its right side.

Mark the left anci right moldings, as
shown above L'enter, and cut them to length
with 90" cuts. Attach the molding with yel-
low glue to the glue blocks, as well as the
back edge of the crown that'contacts the
project face, and clamp it to the glue blocks,
as shown above right. You also can attach
the molding using a brad nailer or pinner,
but you'llwant to fill the holes before apply-
ing a finish.

With the front molding dry-clamped, hold
your side moldings in place and make a
mark flush with the back of the cabinet.

Assembling crown in a jig
ensures square corners
Assembling crown molding directly on a
project can be difficult when not using hid-
den glue blocks or when clamping proves
nearly impossible (such as a solid top with
no cleats for clamping). For these situations
preassemble your molding in a jig that guar-
antees square results. Cut your moldings to
the exact lengths needed, and then build a
simple jig of cleats attached to a piece of
plywood, as shown below left. Space the
cleats to match the exact dimensions of your
project and, after a dry fit, attach them to
the base exactly 90o to each other.

Save money by doing
your own dentil work
The same techniques apply when cutting
and assembling repeat-pattern moldings
such as dentil or egg-and-dart crown. The
trickiest part: cutting symmetrical miters.
Because these detailed moldings are so
costly (typically $8 or more per linear foot,
about three times that of regular crown), we
use prototypes cut from inexpensive crown
molding with the same spring angle.

First, cut a prototype of the front or pri-
mary molding to the exact length with the
correct compound miters. Next, lay the test
piece on top of the dentil molding, as shown
below center, with the bottom edges resting

Use clamps to hold the crown molding to
the cabinet, and apply painter's tape to help
draw the miters tight.

against a straight board. Center the top piece
by eyeballing where it crosses the dentils at
each end. Cut a little longer than each mark
and check the length on the project to avoid
cutting too short. Sneak up on the final
length with light cuts at each end. (At $8 a
foot, it pays to be cautious.) Once you've cut
your front piece, start with a miter on the
sides that mirrors those on the front. as
shown below right. Cut to length.

Don't bother with
crown molding jigs
With at least a half-dozen crown
molding j igs on the market, ranging in
price from $20-100, we wondered how
well they performed. These jigs, not to
be confused with the crown stops built
into some newer mitersaws, all hold
crown molding at its spring angle,
similar to our technique. After trying
them out, we found we got equal or
better results using our auxiliary fence
and stop made from plywood or MDF-
and for only a few bucks. .l

Sources:
DVD: Conquering C rown Molding, $50,
garymkatz.com.
Clampsl Collins Spring Clamps, $12 (pack of
4); Collins Spring Clamp Pliers, $15, Hartville
Tool, 800/3 45-2396, hartvilletool.com.

Written by Bob Hunter with Jeff Mertz and Gary Katz

Assemble the moldings with PVA glue,
holding the miters tight and square with
spring clamps at the outside corners.
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With the prototype piece centered on the
dentil molding, use a square to transfer the
bottom corner mark for cutting.

ii "4

Hold the mating pieces of dentil crown in
place on the project and cut them so their
miters are symmetrical.
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Because of its strength and

stability, plywood can be a

woodworker's best friend.

But its edges are just plain

ugly. Disguise those plies

with edge banding.

Watch a FREE 6-minute video on applying
edge-banding at : woodmagazine,com/videos

nstalling adhesive-backed veneer or
polyester edge banding requires only a
steam iron for heat and simple trim-

ming tools, making it ideal for the plywood
shelf on poge 28. Durable, heat-activated
edge banding comes in most wood species,
as shown at left, and in black, gray, almond,
and white polyester. Common widths of
l-1/l(r", 1", ll/2", and 2" cover most plywood
and face-veneer panel edges with enough
extra to leave a /ro" overhang on both sides.

In addition to the steam iron, you'll need a
tool to cut the edge banding flush with the
plywood faces. A l"-wide chisel will do, but
a $10 edge trimmer, shown abot,e, speeds up
the job. Other tools include a utility knife
with a fresh blade, a sanding block, and a
screwdriver with a round shaft to use as a
burnishing tool. You also can make a bur-
nisher from scrap with rounded edges.

first, iron on the band
Start with smooth, dust-free plywood edges.
If you'll cover more than one edge on a

workpiece, band the other edges before
banding the most conspicuous edge to hide
band ends on the adjoining surfaces.

Preheat your iron to the "cotton" setting.
While it's heating, use scissors to cut a strip
of edge banding at least %" wider and 1"
longer than the edge you'll cover. As you
measure each strip, check for splices like
the one shown beloyv that turn short wood
veneer strips into long rolls of edge banding.
The splices may disappear if you don't stain
the edging, depending on the grain pattern

White polyester

Red oak
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Banding detached
from the plywood.

around the joint. However, stain can call
attention to splices. In that case, cut edge
banding strips to eliminate the splices.

For edging shapes other than circles (we'll
explain those later), center the banding on
the edge to be covered, leaving a t/2" over-
hang on each end. Starting at one end, use
the iron to heat the veneer and press it firmly
against the plywood edge.

Work slowly enough to evenly melt the
glue, but avoid overheating the glue and
forcing it out at the edges. Also, watch for
spots where the glue wasn't warmed enough
to melt. This allows the venee,llo pull away
from the plywood. as shown (],).

While the glue is warm, use a burnishing
tool to gently press down the banding where
it meets the face veneer. as shown @. Avoid
pressing too hard or you'll split the veneer.
Allow about l0 minutes for the surface to
cool. Tlen hold the iron at an angle as
shown @. and press the veneer againit each
edge of the plywood to help it connect with
the f-aee veneer. Again, press gently to avoid
splitting the banding, and allow the glue to
cool and reharden for 10 minutes before
trimrning away the excess.

Now, trim off the elcess
Start by trimming away the surplus banding
on both ends of the workpiece. An end trim-
mer like the one shown (3y' (see Sources)
leaves the banding end flush with the end of
the plywood on 90o corners. Where edges
come together at a different angle, as on the
shelf on page 28, trim off the end using a
utility tcniri a shown @. rnir leaves a
small lip at the edge that you'll sand off.

Check the flow of the grain on the edging
before you trim it flush with thg faces. If the
grain veers down, as shown @, trirn frorn
right to left. If the grain veers up as you look
at the banding from left to right, trim from
left to right. Otherwise, you risk splitting
the edge banding as the grain pulls the trim-
mer down onto the plywood face.

Lay the trimmer on the plywood face,
and cut one edge at a time. Double-sided
trimmers that cut both sides at once can dig
into wood edge banding if one side moves
against the grain. Save those for polyester
banding and use a single trimmer on wood.

woodrnagazine.com

With all edges and ends trimmed, care-
fully hand-sandthe plywood faces to remove
any edging that stands proud ofthe faces or
edges. While sanding the plywood faces,
apply pressure that forces the edging against
the plywood rather than pulling it away.
Avoid tilting the sanding pad along the edge
and cutting through both the edge banding
and face veneer to expose the plywood
underneath. For odd.an$les, such as on the
shelf notch shown(f, use narrow scrap and
adhesive-backed sandpaper.

$ources
Itlood veneer and polyester heat-set edge banding:
Woodcraft , 800 I 225-1 1 53 or woodcraft .com ; Rockler,
800127 9-4441 or rockler.com; Woodworker's Supply,
800/645-9292 or woodworker,com.
Banding edge and end trimmers: Band-lt Edge Trimmer
(no. 1291 19), $10 from Woodcraft. Single-edge trimmer no,
92023, $11 from Rockler. Double-sided edge trimmer no.
99K40.01 ($15)and end trimmer n0.99K40.05 ($34.50),
Lee Valley, 800/871-8158 or leevalley.com.

Going in circles with edge bands
To edge-band a circular workpiece, such
as a round tabletoo. follow the earlier
instructions with two exceptions. First cut
the banding roughly 2" longer than the
circumference of the circle. Then begin
heating the glue about 1" from the starting
end and stop about the same distance
from the other end. Cut both pieces
together using a sharp uti l i ty knife, as
shown at right, so the ends mate. Remove
the loose cut-offs. Heat both ends and
press them tightly together. |l
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Trim in this
direct ion.
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gi[t-perfect

winebox
Give a memorable present of fine wine
packaged in your craftsmanship.

\

When the wine's
gone, the box
stores candles,
jewelry, or
keepsakes.

ooking for a project you can make
quickly that's sure to delight-and
impress-the lucky recipient? This

is it. Thanks to straightforward rabbet-and-
groove joinery, a simple jig for drilling the
eye-catching doweled ends, full-size pat-
terns fbr shaping the round box ends and
handle, and just six parts, you can complete
this beautiful holder in a couple of hours.
Whether you choose your own contrasting

Aspen sides with
mahogany ends

Cur ly  maple s ides
with padauk ends

woods or try one of the combinations shown
above, the box will look great.

Start with the box and lid
I From-%"-thick stock, cutthe sides (A) and
I ends (B) to the sizes listed in the Materi-

als List, except cut the sides l5%" long.

I Using a dado blade in your tablesaw, cut
Ea 3/t" rabbet t/2" deep across each end of
the sides (A) on the inside faces to fit the
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Glue and assemble the sides (A), ends (B),
and bottom (C), clamping the ends first and
then the sides to draw all of the joints tight.

With the hole-drilling jig flush with
the bottom of each end (B), drill six
t/a" holes 1%" deep into the end and
sides (A) for the dowels.

@ Hou-DRTLLTNG Jrc

ends (B), where shown on Drawing 1. Then
cut a V+" groove Vz" deep Vq" from the top
and bottom edges of the sides to receive the
bottom (C) and lid (D) and a V+" groove Vs"
deep W' from the bottom edges of the ends
on the inside faces (also to fit the bottom).

QFrom 7+" stock resawn or planed to W'
tJthick, cut the bottom (C) to size. Sand the
sides (A), ends (B), and bottom to 220 grit.
Now assemble the box. as shown in Photo A.

woodmagazine.com

I exeloDED vrEW

t/+" dowel 1" long
trimmed and sanded
flush after assembly

t/+" grooves t/2" deep
/q" trom top and bottom edges

t/q" hole 1" deep

7a" rabbets
t/2" deep

t/q" dowel2" long trimmed and
sanded flush after assembly

Profile cut after assembly

How to ensure'snug-fitting dowels
Dowels can run a few thousandths of an inch
larger or smaller than their specified diameter,
leaving them tight or loose in the mating holes.
Here's an easy way to make sure that the
dowels fit snug. For a /+" dowel, for example,
drill a t/a" hole in scrap. Test-fit the dowel in the
hole. lf t ight, chuck a maximum 6"-long piece
of dowel in your dri l l . Turn the dril l  on, and sand
the dowel evenly along the length, as shown,
until you achieve the desired fit. l f loose, dri l l  a
tslo+" hole (1/oa" smaller in diameter) in the scrap.
Check the fit of the dowel in this hole. lf snug,
dril l  tsloa" holes in the workpiece. lf t ight, sand
the dowel. as before.

ATo drill holes to receive /+" dowels in the
tends (B), where dimensioned on Draw-
ing 1, make the hole-drilling jig shown on
Drawing 2 from V+" hardboard and 34" scrap.
To make sure that the dowels fit snugly in
the holes, see the Shop Tip, above. Position-
ing the jig on the box, as shown in Photo B,
drlll Vq" holes IsA" deep into each end and
the sides (A). Add 34" to the drilling depth
to allow for the jig thickness, and apply

'*1/q" groove
z/a" deep,
centered__..-

1/q" groove
tZ" deep
lq" lrom
bottom
edge

1
5u

t/
)

Note:*1 5/2" initially, 1 4s/a" atler
shaping ends of box

masking tape to the drill bit24'from the tip
for a visual stop.

f Cut twelve 2"-long pieces from a W"
rJbirch or maple dowel. Glue and drive
the dowels into the bottom of the holes in
the ends. (The dowels will extend Vq" from
the ends.) Let the glue dry overnight. You'Il
trim the dowels when bandsawing the ends.

lf or drum-sanded to V4" thick. cut the lid

Note:**Groove t %0" deep
after cutting top of
parts@to-shape

a
a

iq.
)' rubber

nper pad
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With the lid (D) and spacer flush with each
cuttingend (B), bandsaw the ends to shape,

just outside the pattern lines.

(D) to size to fit snugly in the grooves in the
sides (A). Aim for a slight friction fit to help
prevent the lid from sliding out of the box
when it's held at an angle. We recommend
not lifting or carrying the box by the handle.
af To bandsaw the ends of the box to shape,
I where shown on Drawing 1, cut two
3/qx5" spacers from t/+" hardboard. Make
two copies of the box end full-size pattern
from the WOOD Patternsa insert. Spray-
adhere a pattern, centered end to end, to each
spacer. With the lid (D) in position and flush
with the ends (B), adhere a spacer to the lid
at each end between the rabbets in the sides
(A) using double-faced tape. Press the V+"-
wide ends of the patterns that overhang the
spacers to the top edges of the sides. Now,
using a 3/8" blade, bandsaw the ends, as
shown in Photo C. Sand the ends smooth
using a 120-grit sanding block. Remove the
spacers and patterns.

Top it off with the handle
I From -%" stock resawn or planed to t/+"
-l thick, cut a Ix8Vz" blank for the handle

(E). Photocopy the full-size handle pattern
from the insert. Spray-adhere the pattern to
the blank. Then bandsaw or scrollsaw and
sand to the pattern line. You'll drill the t/+"
holes through the handle for the dowels after
gluing the handle brackets (F) to it. Remove
the pattern.

)From-/+" stock, cut a lt/+x12" blank to
6rform the handle brackets (F). Cut a cen-

Using a backer to prevent tear-out, drill ath"
hole through the handle assembly (E/F) at
the marked centerpoint on each bracket (F).

p HnruolE BRAcKET

Trim and sand f lush

1 1 / q "

1%o" f ina l
groove
depth

i

F_ 1'______+l
1/+" groovet/a" deep, centered

in handle-bracket blank

tered V+" groove t/s" deep along an edge of
the blank, where shown on Drawing 3. Now
crosscut two l"-long handle brackets from
the blank.

Q Glue the handle brackets (F) to the handle
t (E), locating the brackets t/2" from the
ends of the handle, where dimensioned on
Drawing 1. Next, mark a centerpoint on each
bracket for a V,+" hole. where dimensioned
on Drawing 3. Now, using a brad-point bit,
drill the holes, as shown in Photo D.

/lCut two l"-long pieces from a t/+" btch
'f or maple dowel. Glue the dowels, cen-
tered end to end, in the holes in the handle
assembly (E/F). Let the glue dry overnight.
Then trim the dowels using a flush-trim
saw, and sand smooth.

Sand the handle brackets (F)flush with the
curved top edge of the handle (E) using a
1 20-grit sanding block.

Bandsaw or scrollsaw the handle brack-
ets (F) close to the curved top edge of

the handle (E). Sand the brackets flush, as
shown in Photo E. Now glue and clamp the
handle assembly, centered, to the lid (D).

Finish up
I Finish-sand any areas of the lid and box
I that need it to 220 grit, and remove the

dust. Apply a clear finish. (We applied two
coats of water-based satin polyurethane,
sanding to 320 grit between coats.)

)Finally, apply t/2" rubber bumper pads to
Athe bottom edges of the sides (A), where
shown on Drawing 1. Now, place some deco-
rative cushioning material, such as raffia
(available at party or such crafts supply
stores as Michaels), along with a fine bottled
beverage in the box, slide the lid into place,
and surprise someone special with your
handiwork. As an alternative to raffia, you
can make your own festive "stuffing" by
feeding a few sheets of brighrcolored con-
struction paper through a shredder and
crumpling the strips. lF

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Jeff Mertz
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine: Lorna Johnson

sides 145/a' CM 2

Cutting Diagr.un B ends

C bottom 141/q' CM

D tid 151/z' CM

E* handle vi' 7/a' 81/z' CM

3/t x 51/z x 72" Curly maple (3 bd. ft.) .Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List. F* handle brackets s/q' 1%a" 1"
.Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.
Materials key: CM-curly maple, P-padauk.
Supplies: t/a" birch or maple dowel 36" long, spray
adhesive, double{aced laps,tlr" rubber bumper pads (4).
Blades and bit: Dado-blade set, %" bandsaw blade,
t/n brad-point bit.

WOOD magazine December,{anuary 2006/2007

3/qx71/q x '12" 
Padauk ( .7 bd.  f t . )
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eking precision

;portable
rt-poWEraoolsDiscover shop-proven strategies to elevate your circ saw, jigsaw, and

portable drill to the stratosphere of performance.

any seasoned woodworkers see the tools above as the
rough-work trio, not to be mentioned in the same breath
with the word "precision." Typically, woodworkers

rough-size wood materials with a circ saw and finish-cut them on a
tablesaw; or they rely on their bandsaw to cut curved parts, fearing
they'd hack up workpieces with a jigsaw; or they view their cordless
drill as a convenience-not nearly as precise as a drill press.

But what if you don't own a tablesaw, bandsaw, or drill press?
What if you don't have the extra jack to buy these stationary tools?
Can you do high-quality work with the much-maligned trio? The
answer: Absolutelyl With the right accessories, bits, blades, and a
shop-made helper or two, improved-if not flawless-precision is
well within your grasp. Here's how to turn these "go-away" tools
into "go-to" superstars.

Crosscutting, ripcutting, and
bevel-cutting along a straight
l ine sum up the circ saw's role.
To ensure success, equip the
tool with a quality blade,
matching it with the material
and type of cut (see right) and
adjusting the blade depth t/e"
below the work.

58

Carbide saw blade savvy

O If you're cutting softwood, ioftwood plywood, and
MDF or ripcutting hardwood, a standard or thin-kerf
24-tooth,Jl/+" combination blade will deliver a respect-
able cut. It has an aggressive 20o tooth hook and costs
about $15. @ For a fine finishing blade ro cur hardwood
and hardwood veneer plywood, pay a few bucks more
for a 4O-tooth, hard-body, thin-kerf blade. Costine
around $30, its 12' tooth angle cuts less aggressively, leaving few splinterc. @ A standard-kerf 40-
tooth blade, with its 20'tooth hook, delivers the cleanest cut, onlv at a slower rate. Price: $45.

t? ts ,
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Troubleshooting problenrs

Alignment woes. Do a two-step to tune up yoLlr saw
for spot-on accuracy. First, square the saw's baseplate to
the blade. With the tool upside down (and unplugged),
loosen the blade-depth lock. Lower the blade and lock it
into place. Then retract the blade guard. Fit a square
snugly against the blade body and baseplate sole Q!).
Adjust and lock the baseplate to square.

Also, using an adjustable square. check if the base-
plate edge is parallel to the blade @ ff you detect a
difference from the front to back, adjust the baseplate of
your saw. If you can't, add a shop-made zero-clearance
subbase discussed under Splintering and tear-out.

Finally, using a drafting triangle, check the calibra-
tions on the blade-angle scale at 30" and 45". If your
scale is off, incise these intersections with a sharp blade
or nail for speedy reference later.

Kickback and wavering cuts. I t 's scary when a
circ saw jumps back during a cut. You fear injury and
chewing up the workpiece. Many factors lead to kick-
back: a lack of stock support, which causes the material
surrounding the saw to bind the blade; a forced feed rate;
or a hung-up cord. As shown @, i, pays to equally sup-
port material on both sides of the cutline and-if
needed-clamp the workpiece down to prevent it from
moving when sawing. Using sawhorses and sacrificial
2x2s under the workpiece provides a cheap solution.
Also, don't force the saw; you'll know when the motor
slows. And drape the cord over your shoulder so it
doesn't catch and yank the saw off course.

To correct wavering or binding freehand cuts, make a
straightedge guide customized to your saw like the one
at right. Another option: Buy a clamp-on tool guide with
a circ saw subbase as shown previous poge, top leJi.
Such systems prevent the tool from straying from the
cutline. (See other guides in WOODo magazine issue
I65, page 72, or at u'oodrnagazi r. tc ' .conr/tooluit icics.)

Spl intering and tear-out. Unlike a tablesaw blade,
the teeth of a circ saw blade cut from the bottom up, so
it's the top face of a workpiece where splintering typi-
cally occurs. For this reason, place the good face of your
workpiece down. Tear-out occurs when the blade exits
the edge of the workpiece, creating large splinters. Sev-
eral strategies can eliminate these problems @. Beyond
adding a sharp blade, they include pressing masking
tape over the cutline; securing a scrap backer block
where the saw blade exits the work; and attaching a
zero-clearance. t/+"-thick hardboard subbase to the saw's
sole, ensuring that the subbase edges parallel the blade.

When sizing the subbase, make it the same length as
your tool's sole, but make the width equal to the distance
from the blade-side edge of the sole to the outside edge
of the motor (to keep the motor frorn bumping clamps or
hitting the straightedge during a cut). Better still, make
the width between the blade and subbase edge a whole
number, such as 6", and you'll save time setting up for a
cut by not having to deal with fractions. Once you've cut
the subbase, secure it with countersunk screws, washers,
and nuts, or cloth-backed double-faced tape. Another
strategy: Score the cutline with a knife (E).

woodrnagazine.com
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Guide rollers

Controlguide

You can't make a good cut with a cheap,
down-and-dirty jigsaw, regardless of blade
style or quality. A good tool features guide
rollers behind the blade to provide support
and keep it from deflecting. Some Bosch
jigsaws (see above) also include precision
control guides that contain the blade along
both sides. A lock-on button, sawdust blower,
variable speed, and straight/orbital cutting
options also help deliver a quality cut when
matched with the workpiece thickness and
material. (The less orbital cutting action, the
cleaner the cut.) Still one more feature is an
anti-splinter insert in the baseplate, serving
as a zero-clearance subbase.

When selecting blades, choose one
based on the material you intend to
cut, its thickness, and the type of cut.
The teeth per inch (tpi) of a wood or
plywood jigsaw blade ranges from 6
tpi (coarse) to 20 tpi (fine), with 6 tpi
blades being fast and aggressive.
Ground, close-set teeth yield clean,
precision cuts, while narrow blades
excel at turning sharp corners. Rely on
plunge-tip and not tapered-tip blades
for-what else?-plunge cuts.

Also, expect to find two styles of
upper blade ends: T-shank and U-
shank. This describes the part that Tapered Plunge T-shank U-shank_- EIIjigsaws that accePt them' 

I ru
Best blade choices I tr
@ 6 tpi for fast, coarse qrs; @ l0 tpi
for straight, fine cuts; (f10 tpi reverse-tooth for straight, splinter-free cuts on the
surface where the blade exits the workpiece; (f pqogressive-tooth with graduating tpi
for fast, clean cuts in thick and thin material; Q)12 tpi for narrow, curved cuts in
woods;@ ZO tpi for fine, narrow curved cuts inlvoods and plastics.

Troubleshooting problerns
Blade deflection and saw marks. Deflection
occurs when the blade bends to the right or left of the
cutline @, leaving an unsquare edge and, in severe
cases, ruining the workpiece. Saw marks leave a rough
edge. Choosing the right tool and blade are part of the
solution, as well as using a straightedge to guide the saw
along and straight cuts. When cutting curves, stay r/tu"
outside the cutline. Clean up curved cuts with a drill-
press-mounted sanding drum (concave cuts) or with a
disc sander (convex cuts). Or, make a hardboard tem-
plate of the cut edge and use it, along with a router and
flush-trim bit, to true the edge.

Splintering and tear-out. Cure these with the same
techniques described on the previous page used to
reduce splintering and tear-out with a circ saw. Score
and/or tape cutlines, employ backing materials, and use
a zero -clearance subbase or anti-splinter insert.

Kickback. Culprits here: binding due to a lack of stock
support, wrong blade speed and feed rate, a bent blade,
or a hung-up cord. Make practice cuts in scrap to deter-
mine the ideal blade speed and feed rate; then use the
circ saw tips on the previous page.

Rough field cuts. Simple solutions apply when you
cut out an opening in the middle of a workpiece. For fast
plunge cuts, insert a plunge-tip blade into the jigsaw,
turn on the tool, and slowly tilt the tool's blade into the
waste side of the workpiece@. for more precision, drill
blade start holes at the opening corners to accommodate
the jigsaw blade. Next, clamp a straightedge into place,
insert the blade into a hole, and begin cutting @.
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For project building, a lightweight, cord-
less 12- or 14.4-volt variable-speed drill
with a keyless chuck provides all the
torque and freedom you'll need. Having
two is better, allowing you to drill pilot
holes with one and drive screws with the
other without the fuss of changing bits.

And while twist bits win the popularity
contest in most shops, you can achieve
splinter-free results, greater accuracy,
and more versatility with the four choices
shown at right. Note, too, that to maxi-
mize control, the largerthe bit, the slower
the speed.

Four precision bits: @ Single-flute countersink (no. 145636, set of_4 for #4-#10
sc.ers, $40, Woodcr aft,80(/22.5-1153 or woodcraft.com); @ brad-point; @ Forstner for
holes up to lW'; and @ Vix for self-centered holes in hinge--mouting holes]no. and price
vary, McFeely's, 800/4 43 :7 937, or mcfeelys.com).

Troubleshooting problerns
Unintentionally angled holes. To err is human,
and nothing proves the point more then when trying to
drill a hole at a right angle to a workpiece with a hand-
held drill. You can, however, reach perfection with a
handheld drill using these two strategies. The simple
shop-made jig @ offers a clear view of the hole loca-
tion while guiding the bit through the vertical hole in
the jig's center. (You may need a drill press to drill the
90" guide hole through the jig.) Or, buy an inexpensive
adjustable drill guide, page 58, top right (no.DG3637,
$39 at Mcfeely's). Attached to the chuck, it lets you drill
90o or angled holes, stopped holes, as well as centered
holes in dowels and boaii edges @ @ Just be sure to
have a firm grip on the guide's handle before aligning
the bit and drilling holes.

Break-out. There's not a single good thing you can
say about splinters. They're a thorn in a woodworker's...
let's not go there. Speaking of backsides, backing a
planned drill hole proves an 6ffective deterrent here. To
stop break-out both where the bit enters and exits, make
a sandwich using scrap@.

Inconsistent hole depths. Many people use mask-
ing tape to achieve repeatable-depth holes in wood. And
although this puts you in the ballpark, it doesn't knock
it out of the park if your goal is dead-on accuracy. Un-
fortunately, masking tape slips. Your best bet: no-mar
stop collars (Q. (Buy no. 908-298 for a set of 6, Vs"-
W', $2599, Woodworker's Supply, 800/645-9292, or
woodworker.com.) These secure to the bit using an allen
wrench. A polymerboot at the base of the stainless steel
collar prevents burning or burnishing the wood.

Bit clogging. Drilling deep holes often causes saw-
dust to jam the channels in a brad-point or twist bit.
Carefully dig the dust jam out with a nail tip to avoid
burning and polishing the hole sides, which makes
them less than ideal for gluing plugs or dowels.J|

Written by Jim Harrold with Kevin Boyle and Jeff Mertz
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COI'ISIDER A MATCHIIIG BE!
In the prev ious issue (173,
November  2006)  we featured
a complementary  3- in-1  bed.
By making se lected par ts ,
you can bui ld the crib (r ight),
toddler bed (center), or ful l  bed
(far r ight).  To order the back
issue,  ca l l  800/346-9663,  or
go to
downloadable  p lan.
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E cnse

1

- #8 x 1Vz" F.H. wood screw
l/ ,u/rr" shank hole, countersunk s/0" slot 3/4" longI  Overal l  d imensions are 51y4'wide x

22" deep x 40" high.
I Toylike drawer pulls add a fun accent
to the overall design. See Source.
I Three drawers and open adjustable
shelving provide ample storage for dia-
pers, wipes, clothing, and other needs,
f A 20Yz x 51/q" dressertop provides
ample room for diaper changes.
I Learn basic case construction, as
well as tricks for install ing drawer
sl ides,  pul ls,  and shel f  hardware,
I For the board feet of lumber and
other items needed to build this project,
see page 68.

Build the case
I Cut the case top and bottom (A) and
I sides and divider (B) to the sizes on the

Materials List on page 68. Then. in the
divider and right side, drill shelf support
holes [Drawing 1]. (You can use a str ip of
t/t" perforated hardboard as a drilling guide.)
Cut the rabbets and dadoes in the case top
and bottom. Now, for later attaching the top
(V) to the case, drill shank holes counter-
sunk on the bottom face and fbrm slots in
the case top [Drawings 1 and 1a|.

!)Glue and clamp the case in the arrange-
Ctment shown [Drawing 1], checking i t  for
square. Then drill screw holes through the
case top and bottom (A) and into the sides
and divider (B). Drive the screws. Now
check the outside dimensions of the case
and cut the back (C) to size and set it aside.

78' round-over

1g'/0"-j>

7o+' pi lot hole
1t/e" deep

t/q" hole
7e" deep

Add the trim and legs
I For the trim parts D, E, F. J, K, and I
I  cut a t / txJtAx47" blank. and plane i t  to

the thickness of the %" plywood used for the
case parts A and B. Then for the front lower
trim (D) and side lower trim (J), chuck a /+"
round-over bit into your table-mounted
router and rout the profile fDrawing 2a] on
both edges of the blank. Next rip part D to
width from one edge. Rip a strip for parts J

E rccs AND TRIM

7o+" pi lot hole
s/q" deep

a/q" rabbel s4" deeo

EE lec RoUND-ovERS

/s" round-overs
Front left leg
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E SLOT DETAIL
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Glue and clamp the front legs (G) to the
case sides (B), running the clamps through
the open back.

to width from the other edge. Repeat the
routing on one edge of the blank and rip a
strip to width for the shelf trim (T). Set the
strips for parts J and T aside. Now measure
the distance between the sides (B), and cut
the lower front trim (D) to length. Glue and
clamp part D to the bottom (A), flush with
the top and bottom surfaces.

DTo make the front vertical trim (E), rout
AV8" round-overs along one edge of the
blank [Drawing 2a]. Then rip the trim to
width, measure the distance from the top of
the front lower trim (D) to the bottom of the
case top (A), and cut it to length. Glue and
clamp the trim to the divider (B), flush with
the side surfaces.

2To make the front upper trim (F) and
tJ side upper trim (K), rout a V+" covealong
both edges of the blank [Drawing 2a]. Now
rip the parts to width. Set asidb the strip for
parts K. Measure the distance between the

Glue and clamp the rear legs (H/l)to the
sides (B), making sure they fit snugly
against the trim parts (J, K).

sides (B), and cut part F to length. Glue and
clamp it flush to the case top (A).

fiLaminate3/+" stock for the front legs (G),
'land cut them to size. Then cut the back
legs (H) and leg fillers (I) to size. Glue and
clamp the fillers to the back legs, keeping
the edges and bottom ends flush [Drawing
2bl. Now draw the tapers on the inside faces
of the legs [Drawing 2], and bandsaw and
sand them to shape.

f Chuck a Ve" round-over bit into your
tf table-mounted router, and rout the edges
and bottom ends of the legs (G, H/I) where
shown [Drawing 2c].

f Attach the front legs (G) to the case with
lf glue and clamps [Photo A], flushing the
leg tops with the top (A)'and pressing them
tight to trim parts D and F.

!f Retrieve the routed blanks for parts J
I and K. Cut two of each part to length.
Then glue and clamp them in place, flush

With the drawer slide supported by spacers
and aligned with the vertical l ine, dri l l  pilot
holes and screw the slide in place.

with the case top and bottom and tight
against the front legs (G) [Drawing 2]. For a
surefire way to keep the parts flush at top
and bottom, see the Shop Tip below left.

flGlue and clamp the rear legs (H/I) to the
lJsides (B) [Photo B]. The top of the leg
fillers (I) should be tight against the case
bottom and the top of the legs (H) flush with
the case top. The rear legs overhang the side
back edges by Vo" to conceal the edges of the
back (C).

Construct the drawers
I From %" stock, cut the drawer fronts
I (L), sides (M), and backs (N) to size.
With a tA" dado blade in your tablesaw, cut
rabbets in the ends of the fronts and dadoes
in the front ends of the sides [Drawings 3
and 3al. Then cut grooves in the fronts and
sides for the bottoms (O). Now switch to a
Vz" dado blade and cut dadoes for the backs
in the rear ends of the sides.
Note: Before cutting the fronts (L) and
backs (N) to length, measure the inside
width of the case drawer bay. For drawer
slide clearance this dimension should be
30". Adjust the part lengths as necessary.

l) Finish-sand parts L, M, and N. Then
Cr glue and clamp the drawer box assem-
blies on a flat surface. Check for square, and
make sure the top edges are flush.

QCut the drawer bottoms (O) to size from
9V4" plywood, and finish-sand them. Slip
the bottoms into the drawer boxes, and
screw them to the backs (N) [Drawing 3].

/lFrom3/q" plywood, cut the drawer faces
'l 

Cpl to size, noting on the Cutting Dia-
gram that the grain runs vertically. Finish-
sand the faces.

f For the long trim (Q) and short trim (R),
9cut eight Vzxrs/rex3l" strips. Then from
two of the strips, cut six l0"-long pieces for
the short trim.

WOOD magazine December,{anuary 2006/2007

Temporary cleats provide
rnany clamping advantages
At first glance, gluing the lower and
upper side trim (J,K) to the case
means four separate clamp-ups,
juggling clamps long enough to span
the width of the case, trying to keep
the trim from creeping out of
alignment, and time lost waiting for
glue to dry between clamp-ups. Here's
an easier way.

First screw temporary cleats to the
outside faces of the bottom and top
parts (A), letting them overhang the
sides (B) about t/2". Next, glue and
angle-clamp trim pieces J and K in
place, as shown at right. The cleats
allow the use of short clamps. Angle-

clamping draws the trim against the
cleats, guaranteeing flush alignment.
And because the clamping is confined
to one end, you can apply all four
pieces of trim in rapid succession
without waiting for glue to dry. The
cleat screw holes wil l be hidden by the
top (V).
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Mitered ends

front edge of the plywood pafts. Then mark
the drawer glide centerline locations on the
tape [Drawing 4].

I Measure the width of a drawer slide case
Ermember, and subtracthalf of this dimen-
sion from the centerline dimension given for
the top drawer slides. Cut a pair of spacers
to this dimension from scrap.

QPlace the spacers against the side (B),
9using a small piece of double-faced tape
to hold them upright. Screw the slide in
place fPhoto G]. Repeat the process for
installing the top slide on the divider (B).

/ Using the method for determining
'lspacer length for tlie top drawer slides,
cut the spacers to length for the middle slide.
Then screw the slides in place. Now cut the
spacers once more and install the bottom
drawer slides.

fMeasure the width of a drawer slide
9 drawer member, and subtract half of

7 \ ' ,1
ter\

\ r'r" 
"ngin" 

p,;

fiMiter mating ends of one long trim (Q)
lf and one short trim (R) for each face (P).
Clamp each pair of parts to a drawer face,
making sure the miters are tight and aligned
with the face corner. Then mark the heels of
the opposite miters on each part, remove the
parts, and cut the miters. Clamp these parts
in place, and miter, fit, mark, and miter the
remaining trim parts. Keep each set of trim
with the face for which it was fitted and in
the same arrangement in which it was cut.
r]f Glue and clamp the long trim (Q) and
I short trim (R) to the drawer faces (P).
Make sure all parts are flush at the back
[Drawing 3b]. Finish-sand the trim.

Install the drawers
I In the case drawer bay, apply masking
I tape from top to bottom along the inside
front face of the side and divider (B). Draw
a vertical line on the tape Ve" in from the

DRAWER FACE TRIM DETAIL

this dimension from the slide centerline
dimension shown [Drawing 3]. Cut apair of
spacers to this dimension. Then align the
spacers with the bottom edge of the drawer
side (M). Position the slide againstthe spac-
ers and /a" from the front end of the side,
drill pilot holes, and screw the slide in place.
Repeat for the remaining slides. Now slide
the drawer boxes into the case.

ATo align the drawer faces (P/Q/R) on the
lf drawer boxes, first cut %"-thick spacers
2" long from scrap. Then apply cloth-backed
double-faced tape to the ends of the drawer
box fronts (L). Adhere the bottom drawer
face to the bottom box front [Photo D].
l]f Drill holes through the drawer face (P)
I and drawer front (L) for the drawer pulls
[Drawing 3]. For a quick way to drill dead-
on pull holes, see the Shop Tip below.
CDAdhere the middle drawer face to the
CDmiddle drawer box front, creating the

How to ensure matching
drawer-pull hole locations
For drawers with two pulls, here's a
fast way to ensure matching pull
locations at opposite ends of the
drawer face. Cut a piece of scrap for a
template. (We used /i'hardboard; our
piece for the changing table measured
6" square.) Then drill a hole for the
pull screw (or two holes for a handle-
type pull) through the template at the
desired location. Now hold the
template against the drawer face, as
shown at right, and drill the first pull
hole through the face and drawer box.
Flip the template and drill the other
pull hole.

Insert t/a" spacers between the bottom
drawer face (P/Q/R) and the case bottom,
side, and divider.

woodrnagazine.corn
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With the curve center- and endpoints
marked on a form piece, bend a fairing stick
to connect the points and draw the curve.

clearance between the bottom drawer face,
side, and divider with the spacers as before.
Drill the drawer-pull holes. Add the top
drawer face to the top drawer box in the
same manner, and drill the pull holes.
(lCarefully open each drawer and secure
Vthe drawer faces to the drawer boxes
with the drawer pulls. Then remove the
drawers from the case, drill pilot and shank
holes through the fronts (L) and into the
faces (P), and drive the screws [Drawing 3].

Make a pair of shelves

the Gutting Diagram.
Retrieve the strip
cut earlier for
shelf trim (T),
and cut two
piecestolength,
matching the
shelf lengths. Glue
and clamp these in place,
flush with the shelf faces.

With the glued strips centered on the form,
clamp them in place, working from the
center to the ends, keeping the edges flush.

E exploDED vrEW
t/2" round-overs

t/a" round-overs

7a" covg

t/2" round-overs

t/e" round-over

#8 x 11/a '  F.H.
wood screw

Clamp the crest (X) to the form between the
marked lines and flush at the bottom edge.
Then flush-trim its rough-cut edge.

Note: Part @ is laminated from three r/+"-thick layers.

7gz" shank hole.
countersunk

on bottom face

#8 x 1V2' F.H.
wood screws

#10 flat washer

#8 x 1tA"
panhead screw

@ nosr DETATL

I Cut the shelves (S) to size, noting the
. I grain direction shown on

jlCut the shelf stops (U) to size.
ErGlue and clamp the stops in place at the
bottom rear edge of the shelves [Drawing 4].
Note: The shelf stops (U)preventthe shelves
from falling off the rear shelf rests when
pulled by little hands.
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Place spacers under the crest (X), flushing
it with the posts (Y). Adjust a bevel gauge to
follow the crest curve. and mark the bevel.

l_
2134a"

f

E cnp BENDTNc FoRM

Add the top and crest
I Edge-glue 3/a"-thick maple to make an
I oversized blank for the top (V). With the

glue dry trim it to finished size. Then rout a
/2" round-over along the top ends and front
edge. Follow with a %" round-over along
the bottom ends and front edge lDrawing 4].
Finish-sand the top.

DTo make a form for the laminated cap
(r(W), cut three z/qx53/qx52l+" pieces of
particleboard. Then mark the center- and
endpoints of the curve on one of the pieces
[Drawing 5], and draw it [Photo E]. Bandsaw
and sand the curve to shape. Now using this
piece as a pattern, trace the curve onto the
remaining form pieces and bandsaw them,
staying about %" outside the lines. Clamp
these pieces one at a time to the pattern,
flush at the straight edge and ends, and trim
them to shape with a handheld router and
flush-trim bit. Finally, screw the three pieces
together to create the form. Mark the
centerline, lines for the ends of part X, and
the cutlines for part W on the form.
Note: The grain of awoodfairing stickmay
not be consistent, resulting in a lopsided
curve. After drawing the curve,flip thefair-
ing stick endfor end to check the curve.

QFor the cap (W), resaw and plane three
9Vax2Vqx53" maple strips. Mark center-
lines on the edges of the strips. Apply glue

woodmagazine.corn

461/q'

521/+'

to the strips and clamp them to the form
[Photo F]. Leave the cap clamped to the
form for 12 hours.

/ Remove the cap (W) from the form, and
'ftransfer the centerline from the edge to
the bottom face. Scrape away excess glue,
and joint one edge smooth. Then plane the
cap to finished width. Now clamp the cap
onto the form, aligning the centerlines.
Transfer the cutlines from the form to the
cap, remove the cap, and cut it to length.

f Mark Vz" round-overs on the top ends of
rJthe cap (W) and Ve" round-overs on the
bottom ends [Drawing 4]. With the cap on
edge, disc-sand the round-overs. Then chuck
aVz" round-over bit into your table-mounted
router. With the cap on edge, rout the top
edges. Switch to a Va" round-over bit and
rout the bottom edges. Finish-sand the cap.

fFrom 
rZ" plywood, cut the crest (X) to

lfsize. Place it on the bending form
between the marked lines and flush at the
bottom edge. Trace the curve on the crest
and bandsaw rt Va" outside the line. Flush-
trim the part [Photo G], and finish-sand it.
1]lTo make a blank for the posts (Y), lami-
I nate two t/+xlr/zx8%" pieces of maple,
keeping the ends and edges flush. Cut the
blank into two 4"-long pieces. Then mark
the post bevels [Photo H]. Measure the bevel
angle for later cutting the ends of the cove

Elevate the cove (Z) on spacers with the
beveled end tight against one post (Y).
Clamp the cove to the cap (W).

With the unbeveled end of the cove (Z)
extending across the opposite post (Y),
mark the f inished length.

(Z). (Our angle measured 8'.) Cut the bevels.
Now rout %" round-overs on the post edges
[Drawing 4a].

@Glue and clamp a post (Y) to each end of
CDthe crest (X) with the bottom edges and
back faces flush. Then glue and clamp the
cap (W) onto the crest assembly (X/Y),
centering it all around.

ffFor the cove (Z),plane and cut a piece of
Jmaple toVzxlxl}". Rout a3/e" covealong
one edge. Then rip aVz"-wide strip from the
routed edge. Using the same angle for cut-
ting the post (Y) bevels, bevel one end of the
cove. Now clamp the piece in place along
the cap [Photo l]. Mark a cutline where the
trim intersects the opposite post [Photo J].
Bevel the cove to final length. (The end
bevels are mirror opposites.) Finish-sand
the cove, and glue and clamp it in place.

Appty finish and assemble
I Remove the drawer faces (P/Q/R) from
I the drawer boxes (L/M/N/O). Mark the

mating faces and boxes for reassembly.
Remove all hardware. Inspect the parts and
assemblies, and finish-sand where needed.
Apply a clear finish. (We used three coats of
satin polyurethane, sanding between coats
w ith 220 - grit sandpaper.)
j)Clamp the crest assembly (WlXlYlZ) to
hthe top (V), centered side-to-side with

3 layers of 7+"-thick particleboard
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the back edges of the top, crest (X), and
posts (Y) flush. Drill screw holes through
the top and into the crest and posts [Draw-
ing 41. Drive the screws.

Clamp the top (V) to the case, centered
side-to-side with the back edses of the

back legs and the top flush. Using the coun-
tersunk holes and centers of the slots in the
case top (A) as guides, drill pilot holes into
the top. Fasten the top to the case with
flathead screws and panhead screws and
washers [Drawing 4].

lllClamp the back (C) in place, drill coun-
-ltersunk screw holes through the back
and into the case members (A, B), and drive
the screws fDrawing 1]. Screw the drawer
faces to the drawer boxes, and remount the
drawer slides. Install the drawers. Add the
shelf rests and shelves. Park the changing
table in your baby's bedroom, fill it with
necessities, and stand by for action. I

Written by Jan Svec and Jim Harrold
Project design: Jeff Mertz
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine: Lorna Johnson

B sides and divider 3/q' 191/q' 263/i' MP

C back 1/q, 473/q' 271/z' BP

D* front lowertrim 11/a' 461/q'

E* front verticaltrim 3/q' lsAa 26',

F* front uppertrim 3/q, 11/q" 461/q'

G front legs 11/z' 11/z'  33' LM

H back legs s/+' 11/z' 33"

I leg fillers 3/+' 11/2' 51/z'

J* side lower trim

K* side upper trim 1/z'

fronts 1/z' 6' 281/z'

M sides

N backs 1/2, 51/z' 281/z'

0 bottoms 1/q, 181/q' 281/2" BP

P faces 3/q, 283/q' 71/z'

Q* long trim

R* short trim 1/2, 15Aa" 81/z'

S shelves 3/q' 1 9" 153/a' M P

T* shelf trim 3/q" 3/q' 153/a'

shelf stops 3/q' 153/a'

V* top 22' 511/q' EM

W* cap 3/q' 2' 507/8' LM

X crest %' 5j/2" 461/q' MP

Y* posts 11/z' 11/2" 3t/q' LM

T cove 1/z' 1/2, 465/a'

-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructrons.
Materials key MP-maple plywood, BP-birch plywood,
M-maple, LM-laminated maple, P-poplar,
EM-edge-joined maple.
Supplies: #6x1", #Bx1 , #8x11/r", #8x1i/2" flathead wooo
screws, #8x11/q" panhead wood screws, #10 flat washers,
#8-32x1 t/2" roundhead machine screws.
Bfade and bits: Stack dado set; t/8",1/4", and %" round-
ovet,1/4" and % cove, and flush-trim router bits.

$ource
Hardware, Drawer pulls: Police car no. 02A27.01,
police officer n0.02A27.02, fire engine no. 02A27.03,
firefighter no.02A27.04, space shuttle no.02A27.07 ,
astronaut no. 02A27.08, $4.50 ea.; 1B full-extension
drawer slides no.02K42.18, $9 pr. (3 pr.); shelf rests
no. 63206.04, $5.25 pack of 20. Lee Valley,
Call 800/871-8158 or go to leevalley.com.
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Cutting Diagram

.Plane or resaw to the thickness l isted in the Materials List.**Part laminated from three 7+"-thick str ips.

@
3/qx7t/q x 96" Poplar  (5.3 bd.  f t . )  (3 needed)

V
3/q x 51/z x 120" Maple (5 bd. ft.) (3 needed)

3/qx71/q x 96" Maple (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/qx51/z x 96" Maple (4 bd.  f t . )
A bottom and too 3/q' 19j/+" 473/q' MP 2

3/qx71/q x 96" Poplar  (5.3 bd.  f t . )

3/q x 51/z x 96' Maple (4 bd. ft.)

3/q x 48 x 96" Maple plywood

s/q x 48 x 48" Maple plywood

1/q x 48 x 96" Birch plywood



€ 20otr
onder which tools will be rocking the
woodworking world in the coming
y ear? WO O D a magazine editors

This accessory
ranked high among

WOOD magazine
staffers- especially those

of us over age 40 who don't  see
as well as we used to. ProMiter-100's

bright red LED display shines out i ts miter
angle, as shown above, accurate to 0.1".
And this bui l t- l ike-a-tank miter gauge
has another function: With the included
magnetic blade track, it also measures
your tablesaw's bevel angle, as shown
at right, helping you make compound
cuts with greater confidence than ever.
Inventor and cabinetmaker Mario Salazar
assures us that each unit is hand-
calibrated at the factory before shipping.

Price: $400
Salazar Solut ions
7 19 | 337 -8112, salazarsol utions.com

Makita's revolutionary BTP140 makes your other
dri l ls obsolete. l t  dr i l ls and drives, of course, but
with a f l ick of a switch, i t  becomes an impact driver
providing an impressive 1,240 inch-pounds of
torque. Throw the switch again, and i t  becomes
a hammer dri l l  for boring holes into concrete. You
won't even miss your corded dri l l :  18-volt  l i thium-
ion batteries provide plenty of power and run time
while keeping the tool 's weight down to a svelte
3.9 lbs. When the batteries do run dry, i t  takes just
15 minutes to top off the spent cel ls.

Price: $470
Makita
8OO I 462-5482, makitatools.com
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When we saw the Sub-Fence HoleOlamps
at this year's International Woodworking Fair
( lWF) in Atlanta, we were surprised that no
one had come up with them sooner. With
these handy gadgets, you'll never have to
dri l l  into your tablesaw's fence to mount an
auxiliary fence or work around interfering
clamps. Drill a t/ta" hole into the top edge
of your add-on fence, insert one end of the
HoleClamp into the hole, and mount the
fence as shown below. You'll find yourself
using these clamps to mount stops and fence
faces on your drill press and router table
fences, too.

Price: $25 per pair
Mesa Vista Design
8OO I 47 5-0293, g ri p-tite.com
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Moving sheets by yourself can be a real pain,
bending over while trying to lift the sheet high
enough to get a hand or hook underneath it.
Once you do get hold of the sheet, you can't
help but lift with your back instead of your
legs. Gorilla Gripper grabs sheet goods from
the top instead of the bottom, so there's no
need to bend over-just flex at the knees and
stand up. We like it, too, because we can
now carry sheets through a doorway without
doing the Chuck Berry duck-walk! lt self-
sizes to fit sheets up to 1tla" thick.

Price: $50
Landon lnnovations
8OO I 423-5008, gorillagripper.com

This was the hottest tool accessory we tried at this year's lWF. Turn
the knob on a Magswitch in one direction, and its rare-earth magnets
latch onto ferrous materials like a tick on a hound; turn the knob 180',
and they let go. You can anchor jigs temporarily to your tablesaw top
with Mag-Jigs (rghf), or instantly mount a resawing fence (below left)
to your bandsaw using the Woodworking Square, a larger device with a
surprisingly tenacious grip. The Magswitch feather board, shown below
right,has the technology built right in, so you're not limited by a miter-
slot-mounted feather board. Pick up some of these handy holders, and
we guarantee you'll come up with dozens of uses in your shop.

Price: Mag-Jigs, $26-$34
Woodworking Squares, $44-$99
Standard Feather Board, $39
Magswitch Technology, lnc.
303/468-0662, magswitch.com.au

To celebrate the company's 100th anniversary, the folks at Porter-Cable decided
to take the trial-and-error (and head-scratching and cursing) out of making
dovetails. So they designed the new 24" Omnijig Joinery System with
color-coded instructions right on the jig, and built-in depth stops for
setting your router bit's cutting depth. Out of the box, the model
77240 makes through- and half-blind dovetail joints, with variable
spacing for that hand-cut look. An optional mortising template
expands the jig's repertoire by adding mortise-and-tenon joinery.

Price: $5SO; mortising template, $300
Porter-Cable
888/848-51 75, porter-cable.com

It was a long time coming, but we're thrilled to s€e that Delta and Powermatic both introducad drill presses with
woodworker-triendly feaiures, such as no-bslt-chang€ varlable speed, a digital display that shows bit speed, laser
crosshairs for spot-on accuracy (the best uas for a tool-mounted laagr we've run across yet), and a table thal tilts 90" for end-boring.

Powermatic's 18" PM2800 comes loaded with thoughtful,
practical improvements over other drill presses. For
example, twin LEDs illuminate the bit from the front for
shadow-free alignment on your mark. And extension
tables stretch workpiece support to 26" wide. The split
fence expands with the tables and includes a dust-
collection port. Throw in a5/a" keyless chuck and quill-feed
handles that mount on either (or both) sides of the head,
and you'll see why we like this press.

Price: $800
Powermatic
8OO | 248-Ol 44, powermatic.com

The speed readout on Delta's 20" 20-959LX
doubles as a digitaldepth gauge (above). Touch
the bit to the workpiece, zero the display, and the
LCD shows boring depth in both decimal and
fractional inches. The generous 14x24"
table not only tilts 90' left or right, it
also tilts 45" forward-a chair-maker's
dream. The table also features thin
edges for easy clamping, and a sacrificial
MDF insert in the center.

Price: $950
Delta Machinery
8OO | 229-7278, deltamachinery.com
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Whether you pour paint or f inish into a
separate container or dip it right out of the
can, at the end of the job you have to deal
with a r im ful l  of f inish. Place the f lexible
Rim Fin in the can r im and run i t  al l the way
around the can. lt sweeps the finish back
into the can without a mess. More important,
the lid seals better, so the finish lasts longer.
I t 's designed for gal lon cans, but we found i t
works just as well  on quarts.

Price: $1
SMG Innovations
866/450-0200, smc- innovations.com

Basement and garage dwellers, rejoice!
Now you, too, can have the power and debris
separation enjoyed by your high-cei l ing
brethren. Oneida's Portable Dust Collector
stands only 56" tal l  and takes up a2x4'
footprint in your shop. Yet it boasts a 1,000-
cfm rating and 0.2-micron filtration. Casters
al low it  to rol l  from tool to tool,  but depending
on the size of your shop, you may just want to
drag the included 15' of 5" f lexible hose to the
tool and park this sucker in the corner.

Price: $t,+25
Oneida Air Systems
8OO 1732- 4065, oneida-ai r.com

Why keep a 6" cal iper in your apron pocket
or by your planer when you work mostly with
material 1" thick or less? Carter Products'
spring-loaded Snap Gauge gives you a quick
reference in a flash for stock up to 1" thick.
For accurate measurement, the big round
jaws make i t  obvious when the gauge isn't
si t t ing f lat.  The display reads in inches or
mil l imeters and is accurate to within .0005".
That 's good enough for us.

Price: $95
Garter Products
888 | 622-7837, carterproducts.com

Even a typical r iser-block-equipped 14"
bandsaw can't resaw stock as wide as
Rikon's 10-325, which bests those machines
by an inch. But to make the comparison
truly apples-to-apples, you'll have to figure
in the standard-equipment niceties on this
bandsaw: heavy cast-iron wheels, blade-
tracking and -tension windows, bal l-bearing
blade guides, an oversize 16x2o/z" table,
and a quick-release blade tensioner. The
10-325 is essentially a downsized version of
the 18"  Rikon
bandsaw that
earned Top
Tool honors
in  our  b ig-
bandsaw test
a year ago.

Price: $750
Rikon Power
Tools
8771884-5167,
rikontools.com

.l}

With just one
hand and a twist
of the gray dial
on the front
of the mask,
the AOSafety
QuickFit full-face
respirator snugs
to an airtight
fit on any beard-
less face. In fact,
we found it so
comfortable.
we felt like we
could wear it
al l  day. And the
contoured cradle that fits over your head eliminates the hair-
snagging and nuisance of elast ic straps. Pul l ing straight out
on the grey dial releases the mask for removal. You'll never
have to set down a tool or sprayer to adjust your mask again.

Price: $100
Aearo Technologies
8OO | 225 -9038, aea ro.com

lf you're short on shop space, you've
probably used your tablesaw more
than once as an assembly table. But
a glue drip here and there can leave
rust pits in the cast iron. Protect your
tabletop with TOOLClad, a 28x44" roll-
up magnetic sheet that resembles the
world's largest refrigerator magnet. The
top of the sheet is nearly covered with
handy reference information, including
a screw/pilot hole chart, geometric
formulas, miter-gauge angle chart, and
more. But there's still room for vou to iot
notes on it with a dry-erase marter.JF

Price: $50
Modern Workbench Products
5Og | 922-3538, toolclad.com
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his elegantly ornamented
timekeeper may look chal-
lenging to build, but it's

not. The case assembles with
straightforward rabbet joinery,
and full-size patterns make shap-
ing the peaked pediment and its
onlays a snap. To create the eye-
catching contour on the upper
base trim, you can use a molding-
plane profile bit in your router, or
fashion a look-alike built-up mold-
ing using your tablesaw and router
with common bits. Anxious to
start? Don't waste a second-head
for the shop!
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Create this contemporary version of a centuries-old, English-inspired timepiece.
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g/e" rabbet 7e" deep

Glue and clamp the faux door (F) to the
case, noting the correct orientation of the
rabbeted edges on the door.

74

: Turnbutton

Vz" rabbelV+" deep

Vt" rabbel
/t" deep

Mitered ends

77Ae x 7zlro" single-strength glass

ing 1, flush with the edges and ends and
90o to the backer. Sand the assembly to
220 grit.

fiFrom 
3/+" stock planed to3/e" thick, cut

VaVzx34" blank to form the clock-face
stops (E). Then miter-cut four 7z/t'-long
stops from the blank to fit snugly in the
case, where shown. Set the stops aside.
For a pair of inexpensive, shop-built jig
plans to easily cut accurate miter joints,
go to wood magazine.com/m iterj ig.
rlf From 3/i' stock, cut a 1x38" blank to
I form the faux-door sides (F). Using a
V+" beading bit in your table-mounted
router, rout a Vc" beadwithVro" shoulders
along an edge on the front of the blank,
where shown on Drawing 2. Sand the bead
smooth. Then rout or gut a3/a" tabbet3/z"
deep opposite the bead on the back to
house the glass and glass stops (G). Now
miter-cut four door sides to length to fit
the case. (Our sides measured 8t/c" long)

flGlue the faux-door sides (F) togethea
lJchecking for square. (We used mask-
ing tape to keep the miteredcorners tight.)
After the glue dries, rout Vre" rabbets t/r0"
deep along the edges and corners of the
door, where shown on Drawing la. (The
rabbets create the appearance of door
separation from the case.) Glue the door to
the case, as shown in Photo A. Now sand
the case/door assembly smooth.
(lFrom 3/+" stock resawn or planed to
gV4" thick, cut az/ax34" blank to form
the glass stops (G). Miter-cut four 7Vz"-
long stops from the blank to fit into the
rabbeted back of the door. Sand the stops,
and set them aside.

I flFrom 
t/+" plywood, cut the back

I lr(H) to size to fit the case. Using a
Forstner bit and a backer to prevent tear-

El sroe sEcnoN vtEW
--1 3/4" 

.-_I
I

2/a'

t/e" round-overs

Vz" cove

t/+" bead with
%e" shoulders

7a" rabbet
Te" deep

7Yz'

l

Start with the case
I From 3/i' stock (we used walnut)
I planed to t/2" thick, cut the sides (A)

and top and bottom (B) to the sizes listed
in the Materials List.
j)CutaW rabbetVl' deep across each
6rend of the sides (A) on the inside face,
where shown on Drawing 1. Then cut a
W' rabbetVt" deep along the back edge of
each side on the same face to house the
back (H).

QGlue and clamp the sides (A) and top
lJandbottom (B) together, checking the
case for square.

f From 3/q" stockplaned to /i' thick, cut
'f the clock-face sides (C) to size. Then,
from Vq" walnut plywood, cut the clock-
face backer (D) to size. Driil a 3/d' hole,
centered, in the backer for the clock-
movement shaft.

f Glue the clock-face sides (C) to the
9backer (D), where shown on Draw-

Molding-
plane profile

/+" bead
with a

/t6"

shoulder

Clock face

l! rnux-DooR RABBET DETATL

t/r0" rabbets t/ro" deep
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out, bore a 1" hole for finger access through
the back, where dimensioned on Drawing 1.
Sand the back. Set it aside.

Head for the top
$ From -7+" stock, cut the sub-top (I) to
& size. Rout a t/2" coye along the ends and

then front edge of the piece on the bottom
face, where shown on Drawing 2. Switch to a
%" round-over bit. Then rout along the ends
and front edge on the top face. Now com-
plete rounding of the coved lip, as shown
in Photo B. Sand the sub-top smooth.

SFrom 7+" stock planed to 3/s" thick, cut
&*the top (J) to size. Then, from3/+" stock,
cut the pediment (K) to size. Make two
copies of the full-size pediment and onlay
patterns from the WOOD Patternsa insert.
Spray-adhere one copy to the pediment. Set

aside the other copy for making the pedi-
ment onlays (L). Bandsaw and sand the
angledtop of thepedimentto shape. Remove
the pattern.

frGlue and clamp the pediment (K) to the
t3front edge of the top (J), keeping the ends
and bottoms flush. Then glue and clamp the
pediment/top assembly to the sub-top (I),
centered side-to-side and flush at the back.

,ffi From 3/4" stock, resaw and sand a
%Vex23/sx83/+" piece for the pediment
onlays (L). For a showy look, select stock
with interesting figure, such as burl (our
choice), and consider resawing two pieces to
create eye-grabbing book-matched onlays.
Spray-adhere the remaining pattern for the
onlays to the piece. Using a#2reverse-tooth
blade in your scrollsaw, cut and sand the
onlays to shape. Then glue and clamp them

tr
Using a /e" round-over bit ,  rout along the
ends and then front edge on the bottom of
the sub-top ( l)  coved l ip.

COMPARISON OF PROFILES

--l

1 1/e'

3/16"

Bui l t-up mold- I
ing shaped with a
tablesaw and

Stock shaped
with a molding-
plane profi le bit

round-over bits

Don't have a molding-plane profi le bit for shaping the upper front and side trim (M, N) for the
clock base? No problem. You easily can make a three-piece built-up molding with a nearly
identical profile, as shown at right, using your tablesaw and router with t/e" and 5/ro" round-over
bits. From as/qx4x24" piece of stock, rip a s/e"-wide strip for the bottom-tfim piece and 1tls"-wide
piece for the middle-trim piece. Plane the remaining stock lo 5/a" thick. Then rip a t/+"-wide strip
for the top. Now machine and laminate the trim using this six-step process.

An optional way to forrn a molding-plane profile

EIISJ:t r\

13/q"

l iddle-tr+*/
m prece

iWffi
IAL

l 1 j I

ffi7 7 V / l

4*"q-ffil-THl8'
STEP 1 Using your table-mounted router, rout 7e"
round-overs along one edge of the top-trim piece.

STEP 2 Switch to a s/ro" round-over bit. Rout a
round-over with alAa" shoulder along an edge of the
middle-trim piece.

STEP 3 With the middle-trim piece positioned on
your tablesaw with the bottom edge up, bevel-rip
the strip a|25", where dimensioned.

STEP 4 Using the s/re" round-over bit in your router,
rout a partial round-over along an edge of the
bottom-trim piece.

STEP 5 With the trim pieces oriented as shown,
glue and clamp them together, keeping the back
faces and ends flush.

STEP 6 Rip the laminated trim to the finished width
of 1sAe", cutting the excess from the bottom. Sand
the trim smooth.

Bottomtrim

5/16' round-over bit ffi Router

Blade t i l ted 25' -,  \

,LL;



Rout a molding-plane profile on the blank
for the upper base trim (M, N). Make three
passes to ensure a smooth surface.

to the pediment (K), W from the ends and
tight against the sub-top (I), where shown
on the pattern.

Now make the base
I From 3/l' stock, cut a 2x24" blank for
I forming the upper front trim (M) and

upper side trim (N) for the base. Then cut
the upper back cleat (O) to size.

!)Using a molding-plane profile bit in
Ayour table-mounted router, rout along a
face of the blank, as shown in Photo C. Then
rip the blank to the finished width of Le/rl",
trimming the bottom edge. Sand the blank
smooth. As an alternative, you can make a
built-up molding for parts M and N using
your tablesaw and round-over bits in your
router, as explained in the sidebar 'An

p ense
Turnbutton

Molding-plane

) 
Profile

1e/ta"

tA" bead with a
%o" shoulder

optional way to form a molding-plane pro-
fllel' page 75.

QMiter-cut the 9/l'-long front trim (M)
tfand two Svc'-long side trim pieces (N)
from the blank, leaving the back ends of the
side-trim pieces square. Then glue and
clamp together the trim pieces and upper
back cleat (O), where shown on Drawing 3,
ensuring square and tight mitered corners.
Sand the assembly.
lfFrom3/l' stock, cut a IVqx34" blank for

rfforming the lower front trim (P), lower
side trim (Q), and lower back cleat (R).
Crosscut an 89/+"-long piece from the blank
for the cleat, and set it aside.

f Using the beading bit in your router, rout
{aVq" bead with aVre" shoulder along an
edge on the front of the remaining blank,

where shown on Drawings 2 and 3. As you
did for the upper trim, miter-cut the lower
front and side trim pieces (P, Q) to the
lengths listed. Then glue and clamp the trim
and back cleat (R) together. Sand smooth.

QFrom 
r/+" stock planed to 3/a" thick, cut

lf the feet (S) to size. Then, holding each
foot with a handscrew for safety, rout arAa"
rabbet Vre" deep along the top edges of the
foot, where shown. Sand smooth.

f Glue and clamp the uppertrim assembly
4 (M/N/O) to the lower trim assembly (P/
Q/R), centered side-to-side and flush at the
back. Then glue and clamp the feet (S) to
the bottom of the lower trim assembly at the
corners, keeping the outer edges flush.

Time to finish up
I Glue the base assembly (M through S)
I to the case, as shown in Photo D. Then

glue the top assembly (I through L) in place,
as shown in Photo E.
j)Drill pilot holes and mount two
Crturnbuttons each in the sub-top (I) and
base upper back cleat (O) to retain the back
(H), where shown on Drawings 1, 2, and 3,
using the screws supplied with the hardware.

QFinish-sand any areas of the clock that
tfneed itto 220 grit, and remove the dust.
Apply a clear finish of your choice. (We
applied three coats of aerosol satin lacquer,
sanding to320 gritbetween coats.)

illHave a piece of single-strength glass cut
'ifto 77Ae" square. With the back of the
clock faceup on your workbench, position
the glass in the rabbeted opening in the
faux-door sides (F), where shown on Draw-
ings 1 and 2. Now install the mitered glass

]*,,

Apply glue to the top of the base assembly. Clamp it to the bottom Now apply glue to the top (B) of the case. Align the top assembly
of the case, flush at the back and centered side-to-side. as you did the base assembly, and clamp it in place. 

'
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sides
B hpandbotbm U/' 4Vo" 8W W 2

C clock-tacesides W 3Yd' 711Ad' W 2

Squeeze a few dabs of clear silicone
household glue along the long edge of each
glass stop (G). lnstallthe stops in the door.

stops (G) with clear silicone household glue
(in place of fasteners), as shown in Photo F.

EApply a couple dabs of clear silicone
rJhousehold glue to the back of the clock-
face stops (E). Install them in the case tight
against the glass stops (G), case sides (A),
and top and bottom (B), where shown on
Drawings 1and2.

fAdhere the clock face to the clock-face
tlbacker (D) using a few small pieces of
double-faced tape. (This keeps the face
from rotating when mounting the clock
movement.) Mount the clock movement and
hands to the backer using the rubber washer
and brass washer and nut supplied with the

With the clock face correctly oriented, slide
the clock-face sides/backer assembly (C/D)
into the case, tight against the stops (E).

movement, where shown on Drawing 1.
Install a l.5-volt AA-size battery in the
clock movement, and set the time, as
explained in the supplied instructions.

lfFinally, install the clock-face sides/
I backer assembly (ClD) into the case,
where shown on Drawing 4 and as shown in
Photo G. Then install the back (H) in the
rabbeted opening, and secure the back with
the turnbuttons. Now place your master-
piece on a tabletop or shelf where you can
admire it all the time. al i

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna Johnson

1A' 711/ta', 711Aa,' WP 1

E* clock-faces'tops Y8" Yd' 7Yt W

P ftux-dmrsides Vl' 1o 8q{ W

G* glass stops Yl' Ye" 7Y2" W

back

sub-hp
J b p lt 4/en 83/l' W

K pediment yl' zyd' 83/l' w

pedimentonlays

upperfronttim
N* upper$detim e/4" 1g/T" 5W W 2

0 upPerbackcleat Yt 1sA6" 8u

P* hruerfronttim qt 1Yt' loYl' W

0* lowersidetim v4" 1vt' 57/s" W 2

R* loruerbackcleat {su 1Vl' 8Y4" W

S feet

lex'12 x 24" Walnut plywood-

n clock-face
" backer

YB" 1Y4" 
'13/4" W 4

*Parts initially cul oversize. See the instructions.
Matedals key: W-walnut, WP-walnut plywood.
Supplies: Spray adhesive; single-strength glass, 7/ro"
square; clear silicone household glue; double-faced tape;
tumbuttons (4); 1:S-volt M-size battery.
Blades and bits: Dado-blade set; #2 reverse-tooth
scrollsaw blade; t/l" beading, rabbeting, lz' cove, t/e' round-
over, and molding-plane profile router bits; 1' Forstner bit.
lf making built-up molding for the base upper trim (M, N),
use t/a'and %0" round-over bits in place of a molding-plane
profile router bit.

Sources
Glock kit Contains a clock movement; hands (3); clock
face; single-stren$h glass, 7/ro' square, for the faux door;
and turnbuttons (4) with screws. Order kit no. 35327, $17.34
ppd. Call or click Klockit; 800/556-2548, klockit.com.
Lumber kit Enough walnut, including walnut burl for the
pediment onlays, for one clock, 0rder kit no. W174, $64.95
ppd. Call or click Heritage Building Specialties;
800/524-4 1 84, heritagewood.com.
lllolding-plane bitr Molding-plane profile router bit
no. 7965 with t/z' shank, $31.95. Call or click MLCS;
800/533-9298, mlcswoodworking.com.

lllhat is a bracket clock?
About 1660, British clockmakers began using springs to drive pendulum clocks. This allowed
the craftsmen to make clocks smaller than the longer-pendulum, weight-driven tallcase
clocks. Originally supplied with a bracket for wall mounting, the smaller timepieces were
called "bracket clocks." Eventually, the term applied to any small clock that stood on a shelf or
piece of furniture. Not restricted to wall mounting, bracket clocks were moved from room to
room, as needed. Common characteristics of these clocks include ornate dials, metal inlays,
wood or tortoise-shell veneer onlays, a pediment, and a decorative base. Some clocks also
have a handle.Cutting Diagram

Vcx71A x 96" Walnut (5.3 bd. ft.)*Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List.
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Slide Show of the
Wedgb(-Tenon Bench coming together

at wbu$magazine.com/slides.

I Overall dimensions are 14" wide x 42" long x 16" high.
I The bench above is made from 1"-thick red oak with
walnut keys and wedges.
I Learn techniques for securing tenons with keys and wedges.
I No hardware is necessary.
I For the board feet of lumber needed to build this project,
see page 81.
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Trim to f inished length
after glue-up.

Begin with the ends
f For the center sections of the legs (A),
JL cut two 5%x16Vq" boards from 1"

stock. Then for the outer sections of the
legs, cut four 3t/qxI5t/q" boards from the
same stock [Drawing 1].

S nip the 55ls"-wide leg (A) center sec-
&rtions in half. usins a %"-kerf saw
blade in your tubl"ru*.ihen switch to a
3/q" dado blade and cut a mating notch in
each half [Drawing 1 and Photo A]. Now
form a notch in each leg outer section
[Photo B].

QGlue and clamp the leg (A) center
tulsections together [Photo C]. Then
with the glue dry, glue and clamp the
outer sections to the center sections
[Photo D]. The protruding portions of the
center sections form tenons to fit into the
bench top (F) mortises [Drawing 2]. Trim
the ends to the final length of 16", remov-
ing material only from the bottom edges.

woodmagazine.com

3/a x 7/a" mortise
cut at 8"

/s" round-overs

- ffi

Using the rip fence as a stop, and backing
the cuts with a miter gauge extension, form
notches in the leg (A) center sections.

Edge-join the leg (A) center section halves,
keeping the ends flush to align the notches, to
form a mortise for the lower stretcher (C).

pl exeloDED vtEW

h='14" '(o'
rouno-overs

tr
Again, using the r ip fence and miter gauge
extension, cut notches in the top inside
edges of the leg (A) outer sections.

Add the leg (A) outer sections to the center
section, offsetting the tops, to form notches
for the upper stretchers (B).

I eruo
{ - /a" saw-blade kerf

L"nr'^':"n1 "

I

3/a x 13/q" notches

1 1/2"

I

5/a"

I
I
I

151/a15y,

I
I
I

30" 
-  

a r
-  .  I ,

t/e" groove
s/q" deep, centered

gP

L-33/4U
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Cut a centered /a" groove s/q" deep in the
tenon at the top of each leg (A)to receive
the wedge (E) .

Adhere the patterns to the stretchers,
al igning the top edges. The upper stretcher
pattern overhangs the bottom edge.

Insert ing spacers between the center
section parts to form mortises for the leg
tenons, edge-join the outside sections.

80

, Lay out the leg (A) side curves with a
r: fairing stick and the bottom arc with a

compass [Drawing 1]. Then bandsaw and
sand to the lines. Now rout %" round-overs
on the edges and bottom ends. Finish-sand
the legs. (For a free fiiiring stick plan. go to

. )
: ' ,To later accept the wed-ees (E), cut a %"
, , groove t/+" deep in the tops of the legs

(A) [Photo E].

Make the stretchers
'"' 

Cut the upper stretchers (B) and lower
ii, stretcher (C) to size. Then to form an_eled

mortises in the ends of the lower stretcher.
chuck a 7s" brad-point bit into your drill
press, tilt the table to 8". and drill overlap-
ping holes [Drawing 31. Srnooth the insides
of the mortises with a chisel. For more on
forming the rnortises, see pttge 104.
, ;' Using a3/+" dado blade in your tablesaw,
,ii..,,'.. form the l"-wide dadoes in the sides and
bottoms of the upper stretchers (B). testing
for a snug fit in the leg (A) notches fDraw-
ings 2 and 31. Then create a tenon at each

end of the lower stretcher (C), testing them
for a snug flt in the leg mortises.

Photocopy three sets of the Stretcher
End Patterns on the WOOD Patternsa

insert, and adhere them with spray adhesive
to the stretchers (B, C) [Photo F]. Then
bandsaw and sand the end curves. Finish-
sand the stretchers.

Form the keys and wedges
r Plane stock to /s" thick for the keys (D).

Photocopy the Key Patterns on the
insert. and adhere them to the 7s" stock.
Bandsaw and sand the keys.

, Cut a t/+xlxl2" blank for the wedges
(E). Then rip a beveled strip from one

edge of the blank [Drawing 5]. Cut two 5%"-
long wedges from the strip.

Top it off
For the top (F). cut two 1x4r/+x43"
boards fbr the outside sections. and one

1x5thx43" board fbr the center section
[Drawing 41. Make sure the center section
board is the same width as the lensth of the

Outer section Centerl ines

center section 
'/ @

Outer section

-T
41/q"

I

I
51/z'

_l

-I
41/a

__i

fl srnercHERs DETATL E CumNG THE WEDGES

E rop ASSEMBLY

43',
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tenons at the tops of the legs (A). Then draw
centerlines across the widths of the boards.
Now to form the top mortises, cut away the
l"-long waste portions, where shown. Mark
the orientation of the two short end pieces of
the center section for reassembly.

!)Before gluing up the top (F), cut four
Ct l"-thick spacers from scrap. Make cer-
tain they are the same thickness as the ten-
ons on the ends (A). Then glue and clamp
the top (F) lPhoto G]. Remove the spacers
and let the glue dry.

2 Luy out the top (F) end arcs with a beam
tlcompass [Drawing 2], and bandsaw or
jigsaw and sand to the lines. Then rout V4'
round-overs on all ends and edges of the
top. To make it easy to insert the snug-fitting
leg (A) tenons into the top mortises, see the
Shop Tip below. Finish-sand the top.

Now put it together
I Dry-fit the legs (A), stretchers (8, C),
I and top (F) without keys (D) or wedges
(E), and make any necessary adjustments.
When satisfied with the fit, insert the lower

stretcher (C) into the legs and tap the keys
securely in place [Photo H]. (Glue isn't nec-
essary with this strong mechanical joint.)

Dllpply glue to the dadoes in the upper
Astretchers (B), and slide them into the
notches in the ends (A) [Photo l].

2Apply glue to the top edges of the upper
tlstretchers (B). Then, capturing the leg
(A) tenons in the top (F) mortises, tap the
top into place with a mallet. Apply glue to
the wedges (E), and tap them into the tenon
grooves lPhoto J].

AWiththe glue dry, sand the wedges flush
'lwith the top (F). Inspect all the parts and
finish-sand, where needed.

EApply the finish. (We used Varathane
rJPremium Wood Stain no. 206 Summer
Oak, topped with three coats of AqtaZar
water-based satin polyurethane, sanding
with22}-grit sandpaper between coats.) |l

Written by Mark Lane and Jan Svec
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Begin assembly by inserting the lower
stretcher (G) tenons into the leg (A) mortises,
and tapping the keys (D) firmly into place.

Spread glue in the upper stretcher (B)
dadoes, and tap the stretchers into the
notches in the legs (A).

With the top (F) in place, apply glue to the
wedges (E) and tap them into the grooved
tenons of the legs (A).

Easing mortise edges eases assenrbly
Dry-fitting and final assembly go faster when mortises and tenons come together
without a fight. Easing the edges of a mortise guides the tenon into place. To do this
when fitting the bench leg (A) tenons into the top (F) mortises, chuck a45" chamfer
bit into your handheld router and adjust it to cut t/e" deep. Make a pass around the
mortises on the underside of the top (F), and clean up the corners with a chisel.

1x5t/zx 96" Red oak (5 bd. f t .)

&
V+x31/zx 12" Walnut (.3 bd. f t .)

legs
B uppersfretchers 1u 'l/e" 36"

C lowerstebher 1u 2u 36"

D* lays Yg" 1V16" 3V2' W 2

E* wedges 3/i' {u" 51/d' W 2

F* top 1u 14" 42' EO 1
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instruclions.
lilaterials keyr EGedge-joined oak, O-oak, W-walnut.
Supply: Spray adhesive.
Blade and blto: Stack dado set, /e" and t/l' round-over
router bits, 9/e" brad-point bit.

1 x7/+ x 96" Red oak (6.7 bd. ft.) *Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List.

1x7tA x 96" Red oak (6.7 bd. f t .)
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Save time and money]oy
making your saw work bmarter

lnstc l c l  o l '  c r -a l ' t i nq  a  l t c \ \
zc ro -c l c t t t ' uncc  i r i sc r l  t ( )  r ' cp l l Lce  vour  tab lcs lu i ' s  l i r c to rv  th roa t -1 - l l a t c  i nsc r t .

c l 'c i t tc  i . l  tc l t l l ) ( ) t - iu-)  tablcto l l  l i t r  voLr l  sau in sceonr ls.  as s l toun r t l t rn ' t , .  Sct  t l tc
l ' c r t cc  l i l r  t l t c  cL t t  t o t t  i t t t c r . t t l  t o  n l r kc :  t l r cn  n toL rn t  a  l t i cec  o l ' r , .+ "  ha r t l ho l r c l  t o
roLt t '  ta l t lcsr t \ \  to l )  r t  i th c l l rnr l ls  or  c lo l l r -bucl icc l .  t loLr l - r lc- f i rcc ta1tc.  Hol t l  thc
I t l t l ' d l ' r t x t r c l  t l onn  r t i t h  ano thc r  sc r -a l ]  a r r c l  t l r cn  s lou lv  ra i sc  thc  s1 - r i n r r i r rg  b lac l c
thn rugh  t l t c  l l r r c lboarc l  t o  cL r t t i ng  I t c ig l t t .

I ) on " t
l t l r r c  u  r l t r t l o  sc t . '  O r  r l t l  r t t L r  r r cc t l  t t r

nr l re  h inc l r  r lu r lo  r i  r t lc l  th lu t  - t  ( )ur '  \ t i rc l \c r l  \c t
e  l rn  h l rnr l lc . )  \ i r r r  e  l l l  e  L l t  consr : tcn1 l , r  r i  i c lc
: lo t :  Lrs ing t l t i s  r lo r rb lc  s to l l .  

- fhc  
l . .c r  c l rnrcn-

s i on  i s  t hc  d i s tancc  l t c t uccn  t hc  cnc l s  o l ' t hc
\1oP\ :  SLr l - r tnre  I  thc  u  i r l th  o l ' thc  r lcs i rc r l  c l l r lo
I lonr  thc  n  ic l th  o l ' t l tc  s ln i  b l lLc lc  or  c l l l r lo  sc t .
iLnc l thcn o l ' l sc t  t l tc  \ to l )  cnc ls  l r t  l l - ru t  anror rn t .
I )os i t ion t l tc  : toc l .  ; . rg ; . r ins t  ( )nc  \ to1t .  rn i r l . .c
t l rc  I ' i rs t  cut .  unt [  l l tcn  rc1 ' ros i t ion i t  agLr ins t
thc  o thcr  s to l ' l  unc l  rna l .c  t l tc  sceonc l  cLr t .  t l l '

, \ou r -c  Lrs ins l  s ing lc  s ln i  b luc lc .  "n ibb lc"

l u \ \ u \ ' I l t c  r i l s t c  l r c t r i c cn  t l t c  l i c r l ' s . )To  kcc l t
thc  . i ig  uccuratc .  \ \c  crc i r tc r l  c l i rs t  rc l ic l '  b r
l tc l t l inc  u  I  r  p l_r  r ioot l  \ l )ucct ' .  s l ight l r  o l ' l sc t .
t o  t hc  bo t t o r r r  o l ' t hc  l . i r t r r r - c .

If you think of your tablesaw as
a machine for simply ripping or

crosscutting, you're selling it short.
To give you a fresh perspective,

we mined the minC*q rf r:.rhe
WOOD'magazine shop quv-.s a"llci

unearthed their favorite time and
work-saving tablesaw tips, Here's a
mother lode of helpful hints you can

put to work in your shop today.

,\ote: Blult qttttnl lttn't, ltt,t,rt t 't,tttttt ' t, l itt

l l t cs t '  l t l t t t t o . s  f  i t t '  t ' l u r i t t .  . l / r r r r l r  L t . : 1 ,  l l t t '

t t l t l t r t t l t t  i t t l L ,  t t t f t , l t gu t tn l . :  r r i l l t  you t '  I r t o l . t .
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QT ablesaw-trim edge banding. Don't
tJprecariously perch a router on the edge
of a plywood shelf to clean up overhanging
edges on solid-wood or veneer banding.
Instead, make an auxiliary fence 4-6" tall
and cut a rabbet into its face at least as wide
as the blade's kerf. Mount the auxiliary
fence to your rip fence and position it so that
its face is flush with the outside edge of the
blade. (Test the setup by running scrapwood
against the fence: If the blade contacts the
scrap, nudge the fence closer to the blade
and test it again.) Hold the shelf to be
trimmed-banding down, with the excess
edging in the rabbet, as shown below-and
trim it flush. For best results. use an 8O-tooth
carbide blade and zero-clearance insert.

1llTfim edge banding, the sequel Use
'la similar technique to flush-trim the
excess length from solid-wood edge band-
ing. This time, though, cut a notch just a
whisker wider than your saw blade in a
piece of scrapwood spacer, as shown in the
photo below. Again, position your fence so
that the outside edge of the spacer is flush
with the outside of the blade, and make a
test cut. Finally, trim off the end of the
banding as shown.

r Set up your tablesaw for success
QCalibrate your tniter gauge, part I.
rrTo ensure that your miter gauge squares
with the blade, try this trick: Set it for a 90o
cut and then crosscut one end of a 6" (or
wider) scrap. Flip the scrap top-for-bottom,
keeping the same edge against the miter
gauge, as shown below, and repeat the cut at
the other end of the scrap. Now, compare
the lengths of the two edges of the scrap
using aprecision steel rule. If A and B match
exactly, the miter gauge is square. If not,
adjust the gauge and repeat the test cuts until
they are, and reset the cursor.

QLocate the "wide" teeth fasf. With
lfan adjustable dado blade (sometimes
called a "wobbler"), it's hard to tell which
tooth cuts farthest to the left and which cuts
farthest to the right. Find the widest-cutting
tooth-or teeth, in the case of the dual-blade
adjustable dado, shown below-using a
square. Then label that tooth's post with a
permanent marker. Now you can measure
from that tooth when setting up your cut.

tl Calibrate your miter gauge, part IL
I Tip #5 doesn't work to check the 45o
stop, so do this instead. Lay areliable fram-
ing square on the tabletop, as shown below,
so that the edge of the miter slot aligns with
the same dimension marking on both legs of
the square. (In the photo, we used the 6"
markings inside the square.) Now, loosen
the miter gauge, slide it flat up against one
leg of the square, and retighten it. Reset the
45o stop, if your miter gauge has one.

flleave a perfect footprint Cast iron
lJis softer than you might think, and an
uneven floor can actually transfer its warp
up to your tablesaw top. So, after you've
found the perfect level spot for your saw,
mask off the legs, then spray paint around
each foot to mark their locations, as shown
below. Now you can stow the saw and later
move it back to the correct location with
confidence.

Shelf '
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Add more support and storage to your saw
A perrtranent ilr,rtt'eed

table isn't  practical in a srlal l  shop: You . just can't  clecl icate that
rrrrcl-r real estatc to it. The fitld-clown or-rtt'eed table. shou,n bclrtr.
cxtencls 3 of support bevond the blade. yct aclcls only a I 'ew inches of
clepth to the back of the sau' when stou,ecl.  And i t 's alwavs readv.
even on a r.nobi le-base-equippccl saw. (You' l l  f  incl plans lbr this
or"rtf'eccl table at l

A sirnple T-shape
:'  support.  ntade frorn scrap plywood or MDF. lnounts in your

portable clantping workstat ion. as slrown beknr. Once you've
nratchcd the suppur"t to vour table height. dri l l  the base of the sr_rp-
port ancl insert dowels to instantly, sct the hei-sht each t inte .  To make
this table even mot'c versati le. use i t  with vour bandsaw and rniter-
sau'.  clr i l l ing separate dowel holes fbr each height.

fl

thosc tablesaw accessories close a1 hancl withoLrt being uncJer
fbot ' l  rake t.wo picces of l"  an-{ lc iron a couple ol inchcs shorter than
thc width of vixrr saw ancl bolt thcll to the l'r'ctrrt and rear o1'your
contractor-style saw's stancl. as shorvr"r ltelrnr. Now cr-rt plyrvood
shelves to I ' i t  between the stand and the ends o1'the an-ule intn. and
bolt theni on top of i t .  Aclcla str ip of 'harclwood at the end of each shelf
to keep thinss fl'ont firlling oft. ancl you -gain valuable storagc space.

Angle
iron

, There's no law that says yctu have to
:- .". . ;  1;ss the steel les stand that cante with your contractor-style

saw. Replace i t  with a sirnple cabinet. such as the onc shown bckx.
ancl not only wil l  voLr add enclosed storager but voLlr saw also wil l
run cluieter ' .  Fur a nrore elaborate and versati le take on this conccpt.
v i s i t

6+ WOOD rnagazine December/January 2006/2007



Four simple jigs increase speed and accuracy
lQffiake cleaner crosscuts, A zero-clearance crosscut sled virtually eliminates
Itf tear-out in veneered plywood, guarantees a square cut, and costs just pennies to

make. We spiffed up the sled shown below with an adjustable stop, but that's just the
icing on the cake. This fence-forward design allows you to cut wider workpieces than
one with the fence closer to the operator. During assembly, locate the miter bar so that
about Vq" of the fence will overhang the blade. Before you use the sled, run it through the
blade to remove this excess and create a zero-
clearance edge.

PANEL.CUTTING SLED

1/qx21/z',  R.H. machine Epoxy wing
screw with head cut off nut to machine

t/+" lock nut
/+" SAE
flat washer

(
1/z x 18 x 27" plywood

3/a x 3/q* x 18" stock

* Or the width of the miter
gauge slot, if nots/q"

I A Miter betterwith a'dedicated sled.For perfect miter joints, it's more important
l'fthat both miter cuts add up to precisely 90" than each miter is exactly 45'. This

blade-straddling miter-cutting sled ensures that those complementary cuts always equal a
right angle. To install the miter-slot guides on the bottom of the sled, place the guides in
your saw's slots, set the sled on top of them, and then drive screws into the guides through
the top of the sled. Now cut a blade kerf about halfway across the sled. Using a combina-
tion square, mark the location of the right-hand fence 45o to that kerf, and install the fence
on that line. Now place a reliable framing square against that fence to locate the left fence,
rest the left fence against the
square, and then screw it
into place. Make test cuts
and if needed, remove the
fence screw farthest from
the kerf, adjust the fence's
angle,anddrive
a new screw to
secure it.

MITERING JIG

STOP DETAIL
1/+x2"  F .H .
machine screw

/a" hole (Drill before
cutting slot.

a_t / l l'/4

1/'ra" slol 1t/a"

5/e"

r/q" hole

/a" SAE flat washer --z:g--..

t/a" lock nut

I R Taper with confidence. You can
lrJbuy or build more elaborate tapering

jigs, but this simple helper will handle most
of your tapering chores. It runs against your
saw's rip fence, so you needn't mount miter-
slot guides on it. To use the jig, measure the
width of the sled and set your fence that
distance from the blade. Remove the top
screw, loosen the pivot screw, rotate the
fence to match your desired taper, and then
tighten both screws. Butt your workpiece
against the dowel with one edge against the
jig's fence, and then cut your taper.

Distance from blade

[r- ag x 1" F.H.
45. miter ---r i wood screw

r1il
\ \1f" #8 x 1,' brass
\Lff F.H. wood screw

;r Eo *iray l-) 
' le/o" 

/45'miter --V.8I
,^-- .-21 | t/a,'kert 7se" shank hole,

- 
- '-.- 

countersunk

--->

121/2, Miter-slot guide

t/z" plywood

woodrnagazine.com
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r6:;i,fi:your saw fence for
cutting tenons. If cutting the

ends of parts such as tenons on the
tablesaw gives you the heebie-jeebies,
this rip-fence saddle will put you at
ease. Supporting tall stock from both
the side andbehind, all you have to do is
clamp the workpiece to
the saddle and guide it
through the cut. A coat
of paste wax on the
inside of the saddle
where it contacts the
fence makes it glide
smoothlv.

&np-----.

RIP.FENCE
SADDLE

1--
3Y2' T.-

,l Don't overreach. Any time your
f l hands get within 6" or so of the blade,
you should hear alarm bells in your head.
Keep pushsticks handy and use one to com-
plete the cut whenever your digits get within
the danger zone.

))Always use the fence or miter
ff gauge, but never both. Two cuts
you should never consider: freehand cutting
(with no assistance from the rip fence or
miter gauge); and using both the fence and
miter gauge to guide a workpiece. In both
cases, the workpiece will likely bind on the
blade, sending it flying bhck at you.
j)QEmploy a feathered friend. The
Crtffingers of a feather board handily
hold a woikpiece snug against the fence so
you can concentrate on feeding it at a steady
pace. Mount the feather board so that the
fingers end before the cutting starts, as
shown below, to prevent trapping the offcut
and launching it across the shop. I

Written

/

by Dave Campbellwith Kevin Boyle, Chuck Hedlund, and Jeff Mertz

(D
I

)  l l

&a" 
O

Practice common (and uncommon) sense
ltf Keep it clean. Before making any
It cut, clear the tabletop of all scrap

wood, tools, fasteners, and other debris.
(That includes not using the top of your
fence as a tool tray.) These objects not only
distract but they also can become missiles.

l8i#i"?{:,:;i'iii;,,Y'Ti:HJi:;
and chips can blur your vision (not good in
the middle of a cut), or worse, injure your
eyes permanently. A decent pair of safety
glasses costs less than a visit to the ER, so
buy a pair and wear them.

lgjilJ*:r*ilf :?!J;ffiT:,T#
blade height, but Freud's Jim Brewer has the
final word, advising that about half the
highest tooth should protrude above the
workpiece, as shown below. Brewer empha-
sizes that the bottom of the tooth should
never be higher than the workpiece top.

20:;,#;:;iJTJf, :[H;'ffi r"]fi :
. last cut of the day..." Fatigue leads to errors

in judgment that, in turn, lead to miscut
workpieces-or worse. Also, repetitive cut-
ting chores can lull you into carelessness, so
take frequent breaks.
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Better, I{ornes and Gard€rrso

%TT
Dece m be r/J a n u a ry 2006/2007 lssue 174

Dear Reader: As a service to you, we've included full-size patterns
on this insert for irregular-shaped and intricate project parts. You can
machine all other project parts using the Materials List and the drawings
accompanying the project you're building.

o Copyright Meredith Corporation, 2006. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. Meredith
Corp., the publisher of WOOD Patternre, allows the purchaser of this pattern insert to photo-
copy these patterns solely for personal use. Any other reproduction of these patterns is strictly
prohibited.

l[!n
ERNS

Corner Cabinet, \ Bracket GloGk,
Page 73

Wine Box,
Page 54

Wedged-Tenon Bench, Page 78

89

Page 38



@
RAIL

FULL.SIZE
HALF-PATTERN

(2 needed)\
t \
l \
t l
t l

i Locationof part @

Wine Box, Pag

90



Join patterns here.

Location of part @

r
1/2"

L
Y4u

f
|e54

Location of part @

8Y2"

@
HANDLE FULL-SIZE PATTERN

t/e" round-over

Corner Cabinet, Page 38

BOX END
FULL-SIZE PATTERN %,

91



Wedged-Tenon Bench,
Page 78

STRETCHER
FULL-SIZE

END PATTER

STRETCHER
FULL-SIZE

END PATTERN

Bracket CloGk,
Page 73



just-right

build rock-solid jointswithrrr
*d*

'; ; : {  

i '  
' '

and keyed tenons

Besides fortifying mortise-and{enon joints, these two variations add visual interest to your projects.

L\ ff,
";;'- - /

\;,
I

lrr wedged tenons

ight nxrrt i  sc--ancl-tcnon . joi  nts
ensl lre wobblc-l .r 'ce l trojccts. but
thc par ts  s t i l l  n tust  f  i t  loosc ly  f i r r '

lusscnrbly. Wecl-gcs ancl keys takc that slack
out  o1 ' thcse jo in ts  l rv  ac lc l ing n tcchanica l
stren-sth. Within the wedgecl througlr-
tenon. the weclqe sDreacls the tenon cheeks

t ight l l , '  aga inst  the n tor t ise wal ls .
strcn-utl tcl t in-g the gh-rc boncl b1, gl ' lcc1i1'L-ly

clanrping l l 'onr thc insiclc out. Ir t  n'cdgecl
tcr.ror.rs. a wed-uc-shapccl key driven into ir
nrort isccl t l rroLrgh-tcnon 1-rul ls the tenctn
sl ioLrlclcrs t ightly against the surfhce around
thc rnort ise.

Because t l iese.joints rcprcsent variat ions
on basic r. t tort isc-and-tenon . joints. rve' l l
f i rcr-rs on nrakin-u. jLrst the dist inct ive wedge
ancl kcy f-catLrrcs. not the contplete.foint.
t-rsing the bcnch project ot't l)ug( 2,3 as an
exarnple. Let 's start with t l ie wed-ged tenon
that locks the bench less to thc scat.

Next. Lrse the tenolt to rnark the weclge
length. as shown . and cLrt i t  to size. Gh-re
and inser t  the tenon in to  thc  n tor t ise.  Then
apply -ulue to the sicles of the wedge. ancl
place i t  in the tcr lon -groove. Using a
wooden mallet or dead-blow hartrnter. tap
tl ' re weclge f irmly into the -groove. as shown
: .  workin-r careful ly to avoicl spl i t t ing t l ie

wccl-ce. Allow the glLrc to clry belirre l'h-rsh-
cutt ir t-u ancl sarrcl ing thc wcclgc el 'en with
thc cncl of the tenor.r.

cottt i t tucd ott l t t t ,qa 96

Add a wedge to rnake a tight-fitting tenon
Al' ter  rnachin ing the tcnr tn .  sc t  voL l r
tablesar. l 'blaclc hcight to rA" lcss than thc
length of the tenor.r.  TItcn sar,r a sroovc
centclccl on the cncl o1'thc tctron. as sltow rr
in  thc  bcnch l t ro jcc t  ar t ic lc .  Wc l ikc  to  L tsc
a tal l  ar-rxi l iary l 'encc ancl puslt  l -rkrck to
sal-ely ;rcr ' l i rrnt this o1-rcrat iorr.

Thc -crain of ' thc weclge shoulcl rLrn
pcrpendicLr lar  to  thc  gra in  o1 ' thc  tcnon.  So
star t  w i th  a  wcc lgc b lank longcr  than t l tc
wiclth ol ' the tenor.r ancl t l rrckcr t l ran thc

-sroove clepth. Thcn t i l t  yoLrr tablesaw blade
5n. ancl acl just the f 'cnce so the narrow part
ol ' thc wcclgc nri l tche s the width of your
s l r n  ke r ' 1 . l t \  \ h ( )u l t
lVote: Set ttlt Ihe t'ut so the wetl,qe i.s ttot
f  ru1t1ted l tctn'eatt t l tc r i1t. l 'ertce urtt l  t l te
ItIutIt,, crautittg u Iuttgt,rrttt.s " It'u1tpetl
rtti.s.silc" .sitttutiort. U.sc u blur* lort,q
erumglt to pret 'ctt t  t l te wclgc.f irnt .sl ipl t i r t ,q
bclweett tltc.fttctot't' itt.st,r't uttd tlrc blude.
Rip thc  wcc lse o t f  thc  b lunk.
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just-right joinery t

The key to strong joints: keyed tenons
As with the wedged through-tenon, you'll
make the keyed mortise-and+enon joint by
modifying only the tenon. To avoid
breaking the tenon as you work, cut the
angled mortise to match the key before
machining the tenon to its final size.

To save time, first drill out the waste
area in the angled tenon mortise. Angle
the mortise 8o to match the shape of the
key by tilting your drill-press table 81
A scrapwood gauge block cut with an 8o
angled edge simplifies adjustments, as
shown (D. fton the gauge block end
against the drill-press table, and tilt the
table until the angled edge is parallel to
the3/s" bit you'll use to start the mortise.

Lay out the mortise on both edges of the
workpiece using the pattern from the
WOOD Patternsa insert for the bench or
one of your own design. Adjust your drill-
press fence to center the3/s" holes on the
edges, and bore at least halfway through
your workpiece. Repeat until you've
drilled the length of the tenon mortise;
then rotate and flip the workpiece to drill
the opposite edge, as shown €).

To protect your chisel and workbench
against accidental slips, place a softwood
scrap beneath the mortise. Then square up
the mortise by chiseling out waste at the
corners farthest from the end, as shown €).
Squaring corners farthest from the end is
optional because the key will not fit that
far into the tenon mortise. As you clean up
the mortise ends, use the scrap block with
an 8o angle to guide your chiSel, as shown
G). Next, flatten the sides of the mortise
until it fits a s/a"-thickkey. Then turn the
workpiece and guide block upside down to
square the_mortise on the opposite edge,
as shown €).

Once you've squared the mortise, cut
the tenon to size. The example shown G)
includes theWOOD Patterns template for
cutting the curved end.

Cut and sand the key (also inWOOD
Patterns) for a snug fit. You can make
these joints with removable keys to
disassemble a project, but we'll make this
one permanent. Either way, insert the
tenon through the mortise, and lightly
hammer the key into place, as shown Q
until the mortised piece pushes ttghtly
agairist the tenon shoulders. al

Key

Tenon

The tenon
mortise dips
beneath the
surface of the
mortised part,
allowing the
wedge-shaped
key to snug
the pieces
together.

-Tenon
mortise
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shop-proven products
These woodworking wares passed our shop trials.

Drill Doctor heals
dull, broken bits
As a woodworker for more than 35 years, I
understand the value of working with sharp
tools, including drill bits. But I'11often
throw away a dull bit-or hide it in the
back of a drawer so I can "sharpen it later."
(Yeah, right.) The good news: Later is now,
thanks to the Drill Doctor XP Series.

Sharpening twist and split-point drill bits
with Drill Doctor XP couldn't be easier:
Insert the bit into the sharpening chuck,
use the self-aligning feature to orient the bit
and set the grinding depth; then turn the
machine on, insert the chuck into the
sharpening port, and rotate it. Within
seconds (just a few rotations) the bit comes
out sharp. If you want to put a split point on
the bit to keep it from wandering, another
port (not visible in the photo) handles that
task with just a single rotation of the chuck.

To test Drill Doctor's proficiency, I
scrounged up a variety of dull drill bits and
tried to drill into some scrap steel with
each. Man, were they in sorry shape! After
a few turns through Drill Doctor XP,*ltil lllT:::::: :': * l:u:: ::- i
$an4Blast_qr pads throw
hand-sandin! a curve
Sanding curves and contours usually
requires setting aside power-sanding
equipment and tackling the job by hand.
Even then, sandpaper alone doesn't
conform well to curved surfaces, and the
paper tears easily.

Recognizing these shortcomings, 3M
engineers fused cloth-back abrasives to a
foamlike backer. (Think of the rubbery,
woven, pad some woodworkers use to keep
a workpiece from sliding when routing or
sanding.) The result is the SandBlaster
Flexible Sanding Pad: an abrasive that
conforms nicely to contours. To make the
cloth-backed part more flexible, practically
invisible laser cuts snake through the
backing. The effect is similar to scoring a
toug\ piece of meat to tenderize it.

How well does it work? Afterrouting
round-overs and an ogee edge profile on an
oak project I was building, I sanded those
curved surfaces with a Flexible Sanding
Pad. It conformed well when getting into
the profiles and tight corners.

bit. Same thing
when I tried them
in hard maple:
clean entry and
fast cutting.

I found that
broken bits
sometimes didn't
sharpen com-
pletely on the first
try.No worries: I
simply reset the bit
in the chuck as if it
were a dull bit, and
the second sharpening finished the task. In
less than an hour, I put a fresh edge on two
handfuls of bits, from high-speed steel to
titanium-coated to cobalt to carbide
masonry bits.

Drill Doctor XP sharpens to the standard
118' relief angle, but you also can adjust
about 30o either way to make your bits
more aggressive or to cut more precisely. It
works with bits from3/zi' to'Vt'out of the
box, but you can get an accessory chuck for
bits up to 3/q". However, it can't sharpen
brad-point or bullet-point bits.

I also used the pad
to sand the broad, flat
surfaces of my project,
and it did a good job of
smoothing planer
knife marks. The
abrasive sanded evenly
and left a finish more
like 150 grit than the
I20 gntit's labeled as.
I never felt like the
sanding surface loaded
up, and when I was
done, a couple of quick
taps cleaned the pad so
well, it looked like I'd
never used it.

3M's product
literature says the
Cubitron abrasive lasts
seven times longer than ordinary
sandpaper. I couldn't confirm that number,
but I've used the same pad for several days
now, and it feels like it still has a long life
ahead of it. .l

-Tested by Steve Feeney

Drill Doctor XP Series
Performance * * * * *
Price

Drill Doctor
800/597-61 70; drilldoctor.com

$100

If you own one of the original Drill
Doctor sharpeners from about 10 years
ago, you'll get'two big improvements by
upgrading: a quick-change diamond
grinding wheel, and a vacuum port for
sucking away the metal filings.

-Tested by Pat Lowry

SandBlaster Flexible Sandinq Pads
Performance * * * * *
Price $5 (3-pack)

3M
800/494-3552 ; 3msandblaster.co'm

:
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carbide-tipped bandsaw blades
A premium price buys you smooth cuts time after time.

quipped with a quality blade, a
bandsaw has a much better chance
to deliver a clean cut. And when it

comes to long life, carbide-tipped bandsaw
blades have the same wear-resistance of
carbide cutting edges on circular saw
blades and router bits.

Each tooth is brazed and sharpened
individually, no small task on a 142" blade
with three to four teeth per inch, like those
we tested. That's nearly 500 teeth to be
soldered, sized, and sharpened, which
explains why carbide blades cost more than
carbon-steel or bi-metal blades. But the
spring-steel band holding those teeth
differs little from less expensive blades.

Some carbide blades last up to 15 times
longer than carbon-steel blades. The types
of wood you cut, the size of your bandsaw
wheels, and other variables affect how long
a carbide-tipped blade will last versus a
high-carbon steel or bi-metal blade. (See
the chart onpage 96.)Butwe can show you
what to expect in the way of cutting speed
and smoothness.

The resawing champ
To compare the resawing power of carbon-
steel, bi-metal, and carbide blades, we

equipped an 18" bandsaw with a carrier,
shown above, that applies uniform pressure
as it pulls 8"-wide, l8"Jong pieces of wood
into the blade. We then timed five cuts each
in poplar and maple, and averaged the
times as shown in "Bandsaw-blade metals
with mettle."

Unlike blades where the set of the teeth
determines the kerf, carbide-tipped teeth
are wider than the blade body. So we first
suspected those teeth might slow cutting
times. Not so. Timed tests showed the
carbide sliced through poplar and maple
just as fast as the carbon-steel blades.

Although the bi-metal took more than
twice as long to make the same cuts as the
other two blades, that less-aggressive
cutting speed left a smoother surface than
the carbon-steel blade. For ripping plywood
and cutting patterns in MDF or
particleboard, bi-metal blades hold their
edges longer than carbon-steel blades (but
are not as smooth as carbide).

Is carbide right for you?
The answer depends on the size of your
saq your needs, and your budget. Saw size
affects blade life because smaller wheels
require greater flexing, which shortens

blade life. Wheels larger than 14" accept
wider blades- 3/q" to l/q" for most mid-
priced bandsaws-which also are thicker
to resist flexing stress. (See "Make any
bandsaw blade last longer," below, for more
budget-stretching tips.)

If you often resaw such dense hardwoods
as maple, a carbide-tipped blade atleast W'

Make anvbandsaw
blade last longer
To protect your bandsaw blade invest-
ment, take these precautions:
I When installing or removing a
carbide-toothed blade, avoid striking the
teeth against metal parts of the saw.
I Constant tension distorts the blade
shape and shortens blade life. Relax the
tension once you're finished.
I When resawing recycled lumber, use
a metal detector to check for nails and
hardware hidden beneath the surface.
I After each blade change, and periodi-
cally during use, check that the blade
teeth clear the guide blocks or wheels.
I Use the widest blade possible for
your cuts. Save the less durable Va" and
t/+" blades for cuts with tight turns.

continuedonpage 106
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Bandsaw blade metals with mettle

(.Alf prices are for 9312"-long,1/2"-wide blades.)

wide cuts quick and clean day after day.
From our experience in the WOODa
magazine workshop, these same blades
make saws perform more effectively and
shortbn resawing times.

But if you rarely resaq or if you bandsaw
shapes that include tight turns requiring
narrow bands, carbon-steel blade prices let
you afford several blades of different widths
and tooth spacings.

When cutting plywood, particleboard, or
MDR save money by going with a bi-metal
blade. You'll get a smooth cut, though it
might take a little longer than when using a
carbide-tipped blade. .l

Carbide bandsaw blade sourcesi
Lenox, 800/628-881 0 or lenoxsaw.com; Grizzly Industrial,
8001523-4777 or grizly.com; and Timberwolf 1'-wide
blades, Suffolk Machinery Corp. at8001234-7297 or
suffolkmachinery.com.
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Sample Cut
Blade: Lenox Flex Back (no. 88266-
FLB11-36) high-carbon steel blade
Price: $27.35.
Kerf: .064"
Maple cutting time: 1 minute 15
seconds
Poplar cutting time: 1 minute 24
seconds
Cut quality: Acceptable (All cuts
shown are in poplar.)
Comments: The tooth shape cuts
quickly and leaves a surface that
needs only l ight planing.
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Blade: Lenox Classic (no. 81062-
CLB11-36) bi-metal blade with teeth
cut into a strip of high-speed steel
welded to a medium-carbon steel
band
Price: $53.31.
Kerf: .060"
Maple cutting time: 3 minutes 42
seconds
Poplar cutting time: 3 minutes 21
seconds
Cut quality: Good
Comments: High-speed steel teeth
handle the heat of resawing better
than carbon-steel blades. They're
also hard enough to survive abrasive
materials such as particleboard.
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Blade: Lenox Tri-Master (no.
48513-TRB11-36) with C2 carbide-
tipped teeth on a medium- to low-
carbon steel band
Price: $232:47"
Kerf: .065"
Maple cutting time: 1 minute 14
seconds
Poplar cutting time: 1 minute 35
seconds
Cut quality: Excellent
Comments: Hard enough to cut
stainless steel, carbide-tipped
blades slice through hardwoods and
sheet goods with ease. Deep gullets
clear away chips for faster cuts.
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ivtrhatts ahead
A sneak peek inside the March issue (on sale January 1 6)
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Blanket chest
Expect this deceptively
simple project to become
a family heirloom.
Straightfonrvard stub-tenon-
and-groove joinery speeds
assembly, as will the bun
feet you can buy (or choose
to turn yourself). Find the
aromatic cedar closet lining
at any home center.

Tip-shape top
Here's a quick lathe project worth taking a spin at.
You'll even discover a chatter-tool technique you can
try on other turnings.

knprove yorrr tool

Through dovetailjigs
Have you been wanting to cut through dovetails in your
p@ects? Consider the findings and recommendations
from our test of dovetail jigs before buying one.

Low-dough portable mitersaw stand
Looking for a place to put your saw that has the
features of commercially made stands without the
hef$ price tag? Your search is over.

Plant pedestal
Learn to steam-bend wood as you
build this sleek accent table. All you
need: six parts and a few screws.

Steam-bending basics
Come along as master chair-maker Russ
Filbeck shares his tips for curving solid-
wood parts.

sanruy and woodworlcing slrills

Let grain reign
How you choose, machine, and glue up boards will
make all the difference in how well the grain
patterns enhance your project's final appearance.
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